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CLARK TRUCK BODY PLANT IN

R. H. S. Faculty

INDUSTRIAL CLINIC WEDNESDAY

UNION BURGLARIZED SATURDAY

Continues Work

EVENING OPEN TO EVERYONE IN

New Willow Street WILLIAM BRAWN HEADS BOARD
Market To Open
OF TRUSTEES OF THE CAMDEN

NIGHT AND SAFE HAULED AWAY

Conference

KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES

Friday—Many

Thieves gained entrance by I
using a glass cutter on a door
window sometime Saturday night1
at the firm of Byron M. Clark
D
•,
r>
Body and Trailer
Repair ta
Company on Route 17 in Union and
made off with a 500 pound safe.
In the safe were company books
checks and cash estimated to
have totaled $300
Knox County Sheriff P. Willard
Pease reported that the window
of the door had been cut open and
the door unlocked.
Evidence that the thieves made
attempts to drill open the safe inside the office before carrying it
off were apparent when some
drilling chips were found on thc
floor of the building.
The v-ihicle used to cart the

safe off showed tire marks that
'Rockland High School faculty
Went up to a door in the rear of members began thc second phase
of their evaluation of tbe school
the . . ,.
_ ,
The break was discovered Sun- and its program Friday as they
da>' morning by an employee of engaged in a day of work confer
Clark. Edward Bean, of Union ences. The evaluation, which ia
upon his arrival to work.
being carried on during the pre
Markings on the safe were “Re sent year in conjunction with the
State Department of Education,
liable Safe Co.”
The theft was reported to Dep- is designed to aid the faculty
uty Sheriff Philip Lonn of Union. group in determining how well the
The firm is owned by Clark and school and its program are fitting
is located above Union Common the needs of Rockland children.
Out of the year's program of eval
on Route 17.
The plant had been closed at uation will undoubtedly come im
6.30 Saturday evening which was provements in the school pro
the last time the safe was seen, gram which is being offered to
Investigators found the window- high .school students in the city.
The evaluation follow-s a pat
curtains drawn and the fuses in
tern which has been worked out
the building unscrewed.
after exhaustive study by leaders
in the field of education. The eval
OFFICIALS PREPARING AGAINST
uative criteria which are used
make it possible for a faculty
POSSIBILITY THAT POOLER
group to look at its own program
and judge its effectiveness for the
NOT ABLE TO TESTIFY IN COURT
children being served. Consult
County authorities took steps The
spot is near Cuccinello’s ants from the State Department of
Education work closely with the
Monday to provide against the home,
possible inability of Coast Guards
Pooler,
Guard Yeoman individual high schools w’ho un
man Donald Pooler of New York ' Second Class, was then stationed dertake the study. The program
is on*' which requires a large out
to appear as a state witness
with his companion of the eve lay of time on the part of the par
against Anthony
Cuccinello of
Rockland charged with the shoot- ning. Walter Firkin, aboard the ticipating faculty and adminis
ing of Pooler, at the February bU«y tender Laurel. Two teen-age trative officers.
The work conference of Friday
Superior Could trial.
Roekland girls were with Pooler
Sheriff P. Willard Pease and and Firkin at the time of the in- at Rockland High School was pre
ceded by a general session on
County Attorney Curtis Payson eideut.
Pease and Payson were sched- Thursday evening. At this sestraveled to Brighton, Mass., Ma
rine Hospital Monday afternoon ’’M to return from Brighton to- sion committees which have been
working since the start of the
to obtain a written deposition day.
Pooler was confined in Knox school year reported information
from Pooler
The deposition will be entered Hospital for several days follow- which will be used as a basis for
as court evidence in the event of inK the shooting which lodged a thc second phase of the study.
The
committees
reporting
Pooler not being able to appear. bullet in his chest cavity. Later.
Sheriff Pease said Monday tha’ he was removed to the Coast Thursday have made a study of
Pooler was scheduled to return to 1 Guard hospital in Brighton by am- the pupil population of Rockland
the hospital for further treatment, bulance.
giving consideration to drop outs.
He was discharged for a short , No attempt has been made to 1 educational plans, age ranges and
time, according to reports.
remove the bullet which has been a variety of other information
The deposition, or written testi- . reported at different times to be concerning the pupils who attend
mony, will serve as Pooler’s tesin either a lower lobe of the schools.
The reports also included infor
tim-ony. Present indicationsarc j one of
his lungs or in his liver,
that Pooler may not be able to apThe shooting followed an at- mation about thc community it
pear for the Feb. 14 term of court tempt by Cuocinello to police thc self and a review of the educa
when the case is scheduled to'parking area which is about 1000 tional needs of youth in our pre
feet from his waterfront home in sent society.
come up.
The evaluation will continue
Cuccinello is charged with as the Samoset area. After th«- shoot
sault with intent to kill Pooler ing. he reported to police by tele during the next few weeks as the
while he was- parked near Rock phone and was later arrested af faculty divides into committee
land Breakwater below the Samo ter Pooler had been removed to groups to study each area of the
curriculum.
These
committee
set Hotel about 1.30 a. in.,, Oct 9 the hospital.
groups will consider each area
in the light of the first, commitMOTHERS TO MARCH AGAINST POLIO | tec reports to determine its efj feetiveness in relation to the pu
THURSDAY EVENING FROM 7 TO 8
pils. their needs and their com
Mrs. Raymond Cross, chair-! Robert Gregory,
Mrs. Walter munity.* Meetings of these com
man of the Mother’s March which , Gay. Mrs Lee Pendleton, Mrs. mittee groups were held throughwill be held Thursday, from 7 to Richard French. Mrs. Bruce Kin-1 "Ut ,hc day °" Frlda>’ wi,h atate
8 p. m., announces thc following ney, Mrs. Clifford Ladd. Mrs. department consultants available
to help in outlining the work of
workers:
Ralph Cowan. Mrs. Roland Ware.
Ward 1: Captain Mrs. Albert Mrs. Edward Barnard, Mrs. Wes the committees.
State Department of Education
Winchenbach; Mrs. Richard II- ley Wasgatt. Mrs. Terry Bailey.
vonen. Mrs. Mike DiRenzo, Mrs Mrs. Hugh Knowlton, Mrs. Louise consultants present at the Friday
Donald Huntley,
Mrs. Alfred Lowe. Mrs Thomas Smith. Mrs. meetings included Joseph Dcvitt,
Store r. Mrs. Thomas Iott, Mrs Gerald Grant, Mrs. Clyde Warner John Cass. Maurice Varney and
Louise Fettinger.
Robert
Fogarty,
Mrs
Joan and Mrs. Howard Crozier
The committees now formed pu
Thurston. Mrs. George Brack
Ward 4; Captain, Mrs Maxwell
ett, Mrs. Robert Stevens, Mrs. Ames; Mrs. Elizabeth Hanson pil activities and music, guid
Virginia Green,
Mrs.
Walter Mrs. William Butler, Mrs. George ance, school plant, library, school
Morse. Mrs. James Thomas. Mrs. Gherardi, Mrs. Sterling Morse. staff administration, program of
Richard Clark. Mrs. David Hodg Mrs. Carl Stilphen. Mrs. Law studies, social studies, business
kins, Mrs. Ernest Lindsey, Mis rence Carey. Mrs. Lloyd K. Allen. education, mathematics, foreign
Kenneth Lowe. Mrs. Douglas Me , Mrs. Samuel Smail I. Mrs. Arthur languages, science. English, in
Mahon. Mrs. Carlson Thurston Johnson, Mrs. Richard Emery, dustrial arts. home economics
Mrs. Gilbert Barker. Mrs. Carle Mrs. Darrell Dunton, Mrs. George and ^physical education, health
and safety. *
ton Ripley. Mrs. Maynard Gray A. Huntley and .Mrs. Adelbert
The work of evaluation will con
and Mrs. Lawrence Lord.
Clark.
tinue
until nearly the end of the
M
rs
.
Ward 2;
Co-captains.
Co-captains, Mrs
Ward 5;
present school year.
Richard Barnard and Mrs. Frank Frank McKinney and Mrs. Lloyd
Winchenbach; Mrs. Emery Ellis Jameson; Mrs. Albert Sullivan.
Mason,
Mrs.
Vernon Studley
Mrs. William
Boothby.
Mrs. Mrs. Raymond
Fogarty, Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Hanscom, Mrs. Sher
Roger New’hall. Mrs. Ronald Gil- Francks Mazzeo.
Mrs. Joseph
wood Sprow’J, Mrs. Wilbur Vasso
Ils. Mrs. George Staples, Mrs. Coakley. Mrs. Nelson Glidden.
Mrs. Vera Carver, Mrs. Richard
Clara Knowlton. Mrs. Lillian Ste Miss Jane Glidden. Mrs. John
Ames, Mrs. Ralph Post. Mrs.
vens, Mrs. Frances Walsh, Mrs. Smith. Mrs. Morris Luke. Mrs.
Walter Barstow, Mrs. Theodore
Hugh Little. Mrs. Wendell Jones. Leland Trask. Mrs. George Le.wSylvester and Mr«. Walter Post.
Mrs. Guy Nicholas. Mrs. Wilbur |s Mrs. Otis Fogg. Mrs..Raymond
Ward
7;
Co-captains.
Mrs.
Hamilton, Mrs. Richard Stratton, Stockvel'l, Mrs. Sanford Delano,
Charles Call. Mrs. William Karl
Mrs. Frank Hussey. Mrs. Wood jr.. and Mrs. James Economy,
Mrs. Harold Axtell, Mrs. William
bury Fales.
Ward 6; Captain. Mrs. Regin- Bodman, Mrs. Raymond Ellis.
Ward 3; Captain. Mrs. Char’les aid With ington; Mrs. Richard
Mrs. Harry Wilbur. Mrs. Clayton
Bicknell; Mrs. Charles West. Staples. Mrs. Frank Dowling,
Spencer, Mrs. Manual WinchenMrs. Austin Nelson. Mrs. Edward Mrs. Marion Skinner, Mrs. Alois
baugh. Mrs. Raymond AnderMcn
Gordon. Mrs. Louis Cook. Mrs. ! Kunesh, Mrs. Elmer MontgomMrs. Charles Huntley, Mrs. Ken
Lawrence Plummer, Mrs. Donald ,.ryt Mrs. Alan Miller. Mrs. Otis
neth Carroll, Mrs. Natale Mazzeo
C. Haskell, Mrs. Donald E. Has- J Drake, Mrs. Henry Gardner. Mrs.
Mrs. Leroy Benner. Mrs. Dewey
kell, Mrs. Harry Magitz, Mrs. j Jackie McLain,
Mrs. Chester
Call,
Mrs. Albert Levensclar.
Mrs. Edward Noyes. Mrs. Austin
Billings.
Mrs. Stanley Taylor
Mrs. James Cousens and Mrs
James Moulaison.
Mother’s will march between
the hours of 7 and 8 to every
home with its porch lights turned
WITH ALL THE FIXINGS
on. They will turn in their mon
ey at the Thorndike Hotel lobby.
ST. BERNARD'S PARISH HALL
Refreshments will be served. Any
mother who is unable to come to
Thursday Evening, January 26
the Hotel Thorndike is a.^ked to
call 1485. and a staff car will
pick up their contributions.
Public Party to Follow the Supper

building

a Coast

lodged

Chicken Pie Supper

Proceeds for Heating System

SERVING TO START AT 5 p. m.

ADULTS $1.00

Many people spend so much
time wishing they had an income
that they have no timc to earn
one.
It's easy to invent a scheme, but
difficult to make it work.

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

by thc statc group in an effort to Generous Gifts
At the annual meeting of the
interest community leaders in obFirst
Congregational
Church,
The Willow Street Market 574 Camden, held Friday night at the
taining new industry, and to train
them in the methods.
Main Street, will re-open Friday Congregational Parish House the
Previous clinics have been held under new management, entirely ; following officers were elected:
at Bangor. Ellsworth. Machias renovated throughout with a brand
President
of the board
of
and Presque Isle for the six
new stock and much new equip trustees. William. S. Brawn; vice
northern and eastern counties of
president. A. B. Stevenson; treathe state. A total of 450 persons ment. This store has been a meat surer. Cary W Bok; co-collectors
have attended from 77 communi- and provisions center for 60 years Miss Gertrude Eastman. William
ties.
never having been used for any E. Reed; Church clerk, Zclma M
Industrial development schools purpose except a food store, and Dwinal.
are to be conducted in the area now’ it comes to a renewed service
New Trustees, Mrs. Dorothy
later and registrations will be ta- in the same line,
Worthen. Andrew’ B. Sides, Capen
ken at the clinic for thc training
The proprietor is energetic Car- Ablxjtt; deaconesbes. Mrs. Nellie
courses.
roll Cole, Jr., who is no stranger Greenlaw. Mtiss Grace Hopkins.
Th«
community
development to the market business having Mrs. Frances Thomas, Mrs. Lucy
handbooks, designed by Broggi’s i served with the A & P Super Stevenson, Mrs. Elizabeth Inman;
staff w-ill be explained and dis-1 Market at The Brook and in the deacons. Dr. C. H. Jameson, A. B
John Mazzeo Store. He is widely Stevenson. F. L. Spear, Dr. Ray
trlbuted during the evening
The Rockland Chamber of Com-' known in this City, a graduate of q Worthen. William P. Kelley,
Junior deaconesses. Mrs. Elinor
m erce and the Knox Countv j Rockland High Scho0‘- cIass 0(
Chamber of Commerce as well as 1952
Hp is ma,,ipd and leaidP6 Jaeger. Mrs. Reitte Tepe, Mrs.,
at 48 Grace Street with Mrs. Cole Elizabeth Megquire. Mrs. Kaththe Camden-Rockport and Union
~
and two sons, the youngest, Her- i o_in_ -n Brown, Mrs. Gertrude
groups are co-operating in the |
erme I.
cl.nic
| bert Judson Cole, arriving Sunday I HuBburt; junior deacons, John
night to bP on hand for his dad s Kincadp Edgar Tppe
Morgan
Broggi and his staff will meet |
opening of the New Willow Street <
Carl J. Broggi
Elmer, Virgil Jackson, Paul Hurl
leaders of communities in the two !
Market on Friday.
burt. There is to be a sixth junior
day evening for an industrial clin counties at a dinner at 6 o’clock.
The store hours will be from
Chamber of Commerce Swre- eight in the forenoon to 10 in the , deaconess and junior deacon ap
ic. The event, to which all town
officials and interested persons in; tary Ralph Bartlett urges attend- evening seven days per week and pointed at a later date.
Music committee: Capen Ab
Knox and Lincoln Counties are in- ance at the clinic by everyone in the store w’ill carry a full line of
chairman.
Mrs.
Irving
vited opens at 7 o’clock.
' the area interested in industrial quality meats, provisions and bott.
i Payne. Mrs. Harry Forte, Dr. C.
The clinic is the fifth conducted development.
produce. He will do his purchas- I
Harold Jameson, Mrs. Cary Bok,
ing through the Pleezing Inc.
with ex-officio members Mrs.
{ grocer chain whose products are
FRIENDSHIP MASONIC INSTALLATION ! largely packed in Maine.
Helen Wentworth, senior choir di-

Commissioner Carl J. Broggi1
a^d his associates in the Department °f Industry and Commerce
of the state will be in Rockland
at the Thorndike Hotel Wednes-

COLORFUL, IMPRESSIVE CEREMONY
Impressive
ceremonies wero
conducted on Monday night, Jan. i
16. when District Deputy Albert
Watts installed Maynard A. Winchenbach as master of Meduncook
Lodge of Masons in Friendship,
Watts was assisted by his suite:
Wor. Harold Dolliver. Wor. Edward Lawrence R -v. John Sawyer as grand chaplain, and Wor.
Cleveland Morey, grand marshal.
Elected and appointed officers
installed were:
Woodrow Verge.
senior warden; Randall Condon,

Mothers of St.
George March On
Polio Thursday

At Friday’s opening many gifts

win be presented to those who
junior warden; Maurice Hall; J call including food baskets, num- |
treasurer; Luther Wotton, secre- | berless samples of food products!
tary; Albert Roberts, senior dea- and a grand door prize.
eon: Cyrus Richards, junior deaeon; Arthur Farnham. Sr., senior This Was Really
steward; Robert Wallace, junior
steward;
Mcrtland
Simmons, A Freak Accident
chaplain; Stanley Simmons, marThe fact that it was a “freak
shal; and Frederick Felker, tyler.
Music w’as furnished by Luther accident” and does not happen
Wotton. A past master’s jewel was very often did not sooth the hurt
feelings of four year old Wayne
presented to A. Otto Rodamer.
Sandwiches, cake and coffee Butler, son of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Butler of West Meadow road on
were served in the dining hall.
| Friday.
Wayne stepped on a drill that
| had come through the floor of his
Dance For Polio
home and suffered a puncture
In Spruce Head
1 wound of the right foot.
It seems his father was doing
A March of Dimes dance will
some drilling from below and the
be held at the Spruce Head Com
bit had penetrated through the
munity Hall Saturday evening
floor. Wayne was released from
w’ith proceeds, contributed to the Knox Hospital after treatment.
Polio
Foundation.
chairman
Saturday. William Reed, 38. of
Louise Kinney announced.
Bunker street was treated for a
The
program
will
include
puncture of the right foot received
mixed dances to the mus.ic of a when he stepped on a piece of
tow’n orchestra.
glass. He was released following
treatment.

Thc town of St. George, like
thc other towns of Knox County,
has organized to participate in
thc nationwide Mothers’ March
against Infantile Paralysis. Moth
ers from every area of thc town
have joined in this united effort
to help those stricken and to aid
in the program of prevention of
Polio. From Clark Island. Wileys Car Wrecked,
Corner. Tenants
Harbor, and
VFW Membership
Port Clyde mothers will start at Driver Uninjured
7 p. m.. and stop only at those
Stanley S. Stone, 20. of Port Meeting Jan. 27
homes which invite them by a Clyde escaped injury early Sun
lighted por<’h light.
day morning when a ear he was At Legion Home
mothers of Clark Island operating, according to Trooper Rockland Memorial Post 2499.
meet
Lawrence Chapman,
left the v. F. W . will hold a membership
t be
Thoma Spruce Head road in South Thom
drive meeting Jan. 27 at 7.30 at
They
aston
the American Legion Hall in Rock
ney.
Louise Irvin.
Chapman reported that, the ve land.
Legion posts and their
Edith Holmstrom. Elea hide, a 1948 Mercury convertible auxiliaries
and all veterans and
nor
Betty
coupe, sustained about $150 dam- their families are cordially invited
Miller,
age to thc front end when it to attend.
swerved off the r<oad on a curve.
Pictures of the V. F. W. NaThe Tenants Harbor mothers struck a mail l>ox, hit several tional Home for orphans and
under the chairmanship of Aune granite slabs and came to rest widows of its members will be
Bragdon. will start at 7 and meet against a cushion of bushes.
shown. This is the only home of
at th*- home of Esther Fnied< r.
The mail box was the property
kind owned and maintained by
after their tour. Many of the of Victor Dennison.
a veterans’ organization.
mothers are doubling up so that
Stone paid a $10 fine in Rock
they can participate in the drive land Municipal Court Monday
Maine To Spend
and still attend the meeting of the
morning for operating the vehicle
Rebekahs. Tenants Harbor moth without a driver’s license.
$100,000 To
ers are:
Adr&a Thorbjornson,
Virginia Bryant. Jessie Harris.
Attract Tourists
Manny Makinen. Josephine Har Ash Point Family
Maine will spend more than
|wr. Gwendolyn Cook. Marion
On TV Program «- [ $100,000 00 in 1956. in the highly
Walts. Mary Davis, Esther Fnied,, and Mrs. Maurice
, uHarvev competitive
field of vacatloner. Dorothy Phillips and Lucille
Mr
1
...
,
,
, travel advertising and promotion,
Jaeolxson.
and children. Lona and Cheryl, i
Everett F Greaton. chief of the
The Port Clyde mothers have of Ash Point, participated in the
recreation division, Department of
rallied around their chairman. television
program.
“Feather
Development of Industry and
Enid Monaghan, who w’ill meet Your Nefit,’’ last week in New
Commerce, said a carefully con
with them all at Alma Heal’s York. They were recipients of
sidered plan of advertising over
Ocean View Hotel. Port Clvcb* several items, such as, two wool
the past quarter of a century is
mothers are; Charlene Fields, blankets, an 18 piece towel set.
paying big dividends to Maine an
Verona Anderson. Phyllis Little- eight piece bathroom set. a wall
nually.
hale, Barbara
Hupper, Amy mirror and a Ronson lighter Mr
“In 1955. inquiries from travel
Bracy and Isadora Banks.
Harvey also emerged as a poss,-, apd varatl0n advertising were the
ble award winner in a contest h,gbpst on rccord 164r2fi3
This
which continues on the program wa, 13 000 morp ,han jn 1934 We
Finnish-American
until March and includes a home PXppc,
break a„ rerOrds in
Dance Nets Over
and car.
,
|9^ based on predictions naAs they Iqff thc platform, they tionally for both industrial pros$1,000 For Polio
were greeted by Mrs. Bert. With, parity and a consequent increase
grandchildren, Gary bl vacations." he added.
Results arc still not official but am and
Greaton said $75,000 will go into
well over $1,000 was collected for Jean and Bert Witham children
the Knox County March of Dimes j of Mr and Mrs Edwin W>»ham of direct newspaper and magazine
Saturday night from thc eighth R^'kiand who had witnessed the advertising and for radio and TV
annual Finnish-American Dance show- un*™"-’’ that thc Harveyn time. A total of 1310 advertise
at thc Community Building, it was had been scheduled to appear on ments in 80 newspapers and maga
the program.
zines with combined circulations
reported
Baik in Owls Head, the young of over 40,000.000
The DDIC
Refreshments of Finnish pastries
were served at thc dance with an sters of the town watched the pro spends some $25,000 on promoscreens m
in vavacation-travel
booklets
entertainment program featured. grant on television wicvue
v„- \ tional
Mildred Harjula of Thomaston rious homes, being transported and another $10,000 on sportsmen’s
was committee chairman.
from school by Wood's bus for shows each year.
"We depend on our direct ad
Entertainment was under the di- the occasion,
vertising to provoke the inquiries
rection of Charles Kigel of Warren
The people of this world do not and on our booklets to clinch the
and Gertrude Black of Rockland.
need more leisure time, but more sale of Maine as Vacationland,"
Greaton explained.
Slow Down And Live!
time for common sense.

The
and Wileys Corner will
la
ler a I home of Helen
chairman
are. B'.t,ty Kin
Marianne
Skoglund
Tyler. Dolly Davis,
Putansu. Mae
and Alice
Rackliff.

j ..

rector. Mrs. Marjorie Tounge,
church organist. Mrs. Patricia
Arnold. Junior and Cherub chotr
director.
Flower Committee: Mrs. Mary
Ellen Ross, (to choose own committee.) Missionary Committee:
G. E. Erickson, chairman, Mrs.
Barbara Alexander. Mrs. Emily
Erickson. Miss Bernice Bartlett,
Miss Edith Arey.
Ushering Committee: George H.
Thomas, chairman, John Kincale,
co-chairman.
Delegates of the church: Harry
Forte. G. E. Srickson.
Committee on Religious Education: Mrs.
Dorothy Marshall.
chairman, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Fortier, Mr. and Mrs. Edw’&rd
Ericson, Mrs. Reitta Tope, Mrs.
Paul Parks, with ex-officio members, Mrs. Shirley Brawn, Church
School superintendent and Robert
Sargent, minister of religious edu
cational youth work. Custodian
of thc rolls. Miss Edith Arey.
The meeting w’as conducted by
Charles Merritt, president of the
board of trustees.
Reports of the various organi
zations of the Church were ac
cepted as presented.
The meeting was preceded by
a baked ham parish supper,
served by the Good Cheer Class,
Mrs. Paul Hurlburt chairman.

Camden Tofs Tour First Grass Fire
Touches Off Search Of '56 In Warren
Over 40 xearchers combed a 72 At Brusila Farm
acre wooded area in Camden Sat
Warren firemen knocked down
urday afternoon in search of a
in a half hour a grass fire which
four year old girl with "wanderburned over a quarter acre on the
itis."
bauri Brusila farm at North War
Thc girl, Dolores Keene, daugh
ren Sunday forenoon. The fire,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Alton Keene
which Fire Chief Richard Butler
of Upper Mechanic street walked
believed originated from a spark
away from her house and was
from thc Brusila bath house chim
missed by her mother at 3 p. m.
ney on the North Pond shore,
Mrs. Keene reported the lost came within a hundred feet of the
girl to police and Camden Chief Brusi,a home and caught
John Rainfrette, patrolman Ed- of a small tool house on the same
ward Dodge and Fire Chief Al- property before quelled,
len Payson began an hour's
Firemen laid 300 feet of booster
search.
lines from two units, and the high
The tot’s mother told searchers i pressure fog nozzle was used as
that she had been playing behind we|l as pack pumps by the 14 Arethe house and must have walked men who reported.
off into the w’oods.
It was the first grass fire of
4 o’clock the fire alarm was 1956. and the 44th that the departsounded calling for volunteers j ment had answered during its fiswith 40 responding.
! cal year. This is five more than
Shortly after, the girl was found ' last year, according to Chief Buta mile from her home, a quarter I ler.

At.

of a milq, in a field at Cobb road.------------------Chief Rainfrctte said the girl YOUR FAVORITE POEM
zecmcd contented with no idea
n I had my life to live again,
she was the object of a search. I would have made a rule to read
She was returned to her mother, some poetry and listen to some
____________
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of
Port O' Rockland
j happiness—Charles Darwin.
WINTER

Color Guard To

How long and cold does winter
seem?
How soon will it depart?
The winter and its weather are
The Port O’ Rockland color
A matter of yoUT heart.
guard will appear at the Gardiner
If winter is a deary time
Armory between halves of the
And you are chilled each day.
Gardiner-Cony High basketball n,e sentimental answer is
game Friday evening.
Because you feel that way.
The appearance is the second in Thp wlnter can be jugt ag brlght
several planned exhibition ap- | As sunshine on the snow,
pearances.
And warm as any fireplace,
Members of the guard are:
Where there ar» logs aglow.
Color Sergeant, Jo Anne Grispi. tt is the season of the year.
Laura Joki, Josephine Vasso. BarOf which there must be four
bare Vose, Barbara Day, Linda Each one 01 thcm
come alon«>
Ladd, Trudy Henderson. Sylvia
And kn°Ck UpOn y0Ur d°°r’

Give Exhibition

EnJ°y the »d»ter as your guest,
. ^ext rarnm-r you may sigh
; And wish that you could see again
The group were state champions
Some ,nowflakes in the sky.
for three years and placed third
James J. Metcalfe.
in New England competition in
1954.
The ability to explode on the
They made an appearance Sat- slightest provocation does not
urday night at the new Bangor prove a man ls dynamic,
auditorium between halves of the '
Rockland-John Bapst game and
were guests of the John Bapst
PEDESTRIANS
students at a dance following the
game.

Noyes, Linda
Barrows.
Morey and June Grant.

Linda

One-half of the people of this
world are trying to invent scheme
to get the other half’s money.

__ ' . __ _____

When a man offers to prove
everything he says, it’s a sure
bet that his statement needs prov- !
ing.

WAIT
FOR THE

Opportunities are seldom lost—
the man behind you often picks up
the ones you miss.

GREEN
• owned

WATCH
THURSDAY'S
COURIER

Camden «4t

Marion
ROAST MIMI RlRSwHV
Compute

for

PLEE-ZING
SURPRISE!
Free Gifts For All!

TCT0H
TURKEY DINNER

fcT?

aw
. A Lwmhwoo tM J < Dinner J «■

^^1

SUNDAY DINNER 11

-

8 iO

OPEN All DAY SUNDAY
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Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rock’and Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855.
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions >7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547.

HOTTER THAN FIRECRACKERS
It was a good week for the tail
enders in the Vinalhaven Bowling
League last week for it saw the
Ducks whip the Pirates and the
Ganders take five points from the
Worms. Monday night, the Ducks
won a close and interesting match
from the Pirates, due largely to
the fact that Capt. Poole was
back in condition and was able to
flap his bowling wing well enough
to smack out a 115 string and
lead his team with a 291.

1

Oldtlmer Drew was out of the
lineup as he was out of town, but
Ted MacDonald

TIGERS LOST TO JOHN BAPST

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TAIL END ISLAND PIN TOPPLERS

filled in with a

nice 284 total which caused Capt.

Grimes to remark behind his hand
that with Drew in the lineup the

EDITORIAL

story would have been different,
for as the captain saw it, Drew ;
couldn’t bowl 284 in 84 years.
A long awaited match that has

had Vinalhaven bowlers at fever
heat all’week took place on Fri
The rejuvenated Ducks, with day night W’hen a picked team of
Ted MacDonald bowling at sec All Stars tangled with tno unde
ond man and Oakes con.ing along • feated Palefaces, who won 16
so that he can now tell the he'd straight matches in the Suburban
pin from the corners. Icoks
if League so called.
it might be one of the tep team*
The All Stars organized ar.d
on the second half of the schedule. captained by the Goose, consisted
Captain Goose and his Gezur.d- of the four top bowlers from the i
Bowling League,
heit Ganders took a lop sided vie- 1 Vinalhaven
tory from the Weeping Worms on ' namely Captains Wymie Guilford,
Wednesday night and it put the Vic Shields. Don Poole and the
Goose right back in busing's after Goose, with “Doc” Rae. The Doc
he came near putting up an “Out however was unable to lend a
Of Business” sign over his team's hand and oldtimer Link Sanborn
berth. Peacock of the Ganders was was called up off the couch to
back in good form after a visit round out the lineup.
On paper and according to the
with the chiropractor and with
the other members of his team figures the teams stacked up about
doing their duty as Goose saw it, even with a 92 plus average for
they piled up an impressive lead each team per string, per man.
but in performance the All Stars
over the league leading Worms.
upped their average to 93 while
the Palefaces slipped down to 89.
Hill Billies, Globe
which figured out to losing the
match by 57 pins.
Trotters Lead
Guilford was high line with an
Rec. Leagues
even 300. while S. Davis of the
Palefaces placed second with a
Results of the city recreation
289.
league basketball games held Sat
Scores did not run as high as
urday at the Community Building
place the Hill Billies of the Pee expected, for with Denny Oakes i
Wee League in first place and the averaging 99 and often rolling as
Globe Trotters and the Pistons of high as 325, and the All Stars ex
the Eastern League tied for first. pected to be pushed to make the
Results in the Pee Wee League grade, it was thought some rec
are: Panthers 3. Celtics 42; Hill ords might be toppled, but such
Billies 24, Roosters 3. In the was not the case. One partisan oi
Eastern League: Lakers 15, Globe the Palefaces said the boys haa
Trotters 16; Pistons over the a mild case of stage fright and
therefore did not show to the best
Eagles by forfeit.
advantage, and it is understood
Pee H i
league
W.
L. that Captain Hamilton of the
Hill Billies
2
0 Palefaces is asking for a return
1
0 match, which the Goose will be
Panthers
Celtics
1
0 glad to give.
If the Palefaces do not make
Roosters
0
2
I a better showing on the second
Eastern League
W.
L. I try. a second team of All Stars
Globe Trotters
2
0 of lesser brilliance will be made
Pistons
2
0 ' up and issue a challenge.
When Stuart Davis threw the
Lakers
0
2
Eagles
0
2 first ball of the game down the
J alley for a strike it looked as if
the Palefaces might be in for a
big night, and as the flrst game
YOU
wore on with the All Stars trail
ing. it looked more so, but with
MAY WIN
two nine pin spares in the last
round up the All Stars took the
At Our
first string by eight pins and were
GIVAWAY SALE never headed after that. With
new blood injected into the gam •
STARTS MONDAY 23rd
and being spilled on the alleys by
new crop of bowlers, the okl
ALLEN BROWN'S agame
has taken on a new look in
304 MAIN ST.
K(X K I.AN I)
Vinalhaven.

as

THE HONEST EDITOR'S CREDO
If. all printers were determined not to print anything
till they were sure it would offend nobody, there would be
very little printed.
Benj. Franklin
1731

GREAT OAKS FROM LITTLE ACORNS
The visit of a Naval inspection team to Snow Marine
Basin in this City is not important of itself, but it could
have far-reaching repercussions.

Should the Navy decide to build a number of wooden
vessels at the Snow Yard it would mean another industry
for Rockland, employing skilled labor drawn from all this
greater community and such a payroll would help every
business in the area. It would also bring the long-honored
name of Snow back into the shipbuilding business.

Another result of the Navy looking with favor on the
Snow bid for the building of wooden vessels would be the
almost certain government O. K. on the immediate dredg
ing operations in Lermond’s Cove .and Rockland harbor.

A TWICE-TOLD TALE
It is a genuine pleasure, always, to record in this col
umn an outstanding success achieved by a Rockland boy
or girl in distant fields. It is not often that an out-of-State
paper does the job for U3, but appended is a box item
taken from the Duxbury (Mass.) Clipper, referring to a
former Rockland boy who just received a high honor. The
letter'is self-explanatory.
GOOD LUCK. WENDELL THORNTON
Wendell Thornton, newly appointed Superintendent
of Schools in . Avon (Mass.) has ability, a warm per
sonality, sincerity and charm, in addition to an educa
tional background that well qualifies him for his new
assignment.
All these things, however, are not quite enough to
make Wendy Thornton unique.
What does make him unique is this: During the
three years he gave so generously of his time as
umpire-in-chief of the Little League, of which he was
also president, no Little Leaguer ever questioned one
of his decisions.
We feel confident that the new Superintendent of
Schools in Avon will continue to command respect of
boys and girls and their parents, while calling them as
he sees them.
We join his many friends in wishing him all the best.

A PLEA FOR GOOD GOVERNMENT
Many men with the welfare of Knox County sincerely
at heart are disturbed over the existing situation whereby,
with time getting short, the Republican party has no willing
candidate for County Attorney.
Thp office is one of major importance if the County
is to keep Its present fair name as an area where crimes
are the exception rather than the rule. The highly desir
able close co-operation of County Attorney Payson, Sheriff
Pease and Rockland’s Chief of Police Thompson with the
State Police in full accord, has been an invaluable asset.
The administration of County Attorney Curtis Payson
has heen unusually successful. It precipitates a most seri
ous situation to have so capable a combination of ppace
officers as those mentioned broken up. and it is our earnest
hope that Mr. Payson will reconsider his decision not to
be a candidate in the approaching primary election.
Admittedly the financial rewards or the County At
torney's office are meagre and he is automatically ex
cluded from participation in lucrative practice in certain
categories, but the rewards arc great—of serving his com
munity well and of being a strong factor in keeping Knox
County a safe place in which to live. He is an official of
proven competence and of known standing among peace
officers and criminals alike, whose activities have appre
ciably helped to curtail the activities of the criminal group.
Il is our earnest hope that County Attorney Payson
will permit his name to go before the voters in the June
primary.

Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.
DODGE-PLYMOUTH

COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE

OVER WEEKEND AS CAMDEN KEPT
HOLD ON KNOX-LINCOLN LEAD
Ry Ed McKeon
A busy eight game weekend
basketball schedule saw Knox
County’s big school team. thn
Rockland Tigers, drop their fourth
game of the season again s* seven
wins dimming somewhat their
tournament participation hopes.
The Tigers, journeying to Ban
gor Saturday to take on a re
juvenated John Bapst squad, lost
65 to 51.
Camden's tie with Boothbay
Harbor
in
the
Knox-Lincoln
League still held this weekend as
the Camden Mustangs took Lin
coln Academy’s measure 71 to 57
at Newcastle Friday night. How
ever. busy Boothbay got one game
up on the Camdenites with twin
wins, Friday night against Thom
aston. 46 to 43. and Saturday night
against Waldoboro. 60 to 36.
The two wins place Boothbay
at the top of the pile, numerically,
with eight wins and no losses in
league competition while Camden
boasts hut seven wins with no
losses.
Waldoboro dropped to fourth
place yeilding its third spot hold
to Wiscasset by losing to them
Friday night at Wiscasset 66 to
47.
In Medomak Valley League play.
Union strengthened its ties on sec
ond place slot behind loop leader
Rockport by drubbing an invad
ing Warren quintet 59z to 28 Friday
while Bristol hiked over to Appleton and returned with a 66 to 49
victory the same evening.
In other court contests, a coura
geous Vinalhaven squad, seeking
games to fill their hoop schedule,
took on powerful Rockpoit Friday
evening at Rockport and were out
classed. as expected. 79 to 23.
Rockland-John Bapst
A big, strange court might have
been the reason for the poor shoot
ing of ttfe Tiger team Saturday
night at Bangor’s nw auditorium
when they dropped their contest.
Tall and able Ralph Hooper
dropped in 11 of 17 foul attempts
but scored only three field goals
as shot after shot rimmed the hoop
or bounced disappointingly off the
backboards.
Ricky Smith was kept down to
one basket but played a substan
tial floor game along with guard
Dicky Gardner who dropped in 14
points for the losers.
However.
Bapst’s concrete zone defense pre

Honored For
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people
staff.

serving on

vented the pair from continuing
their previous rush-in-and-lay-up
successes.
The Crusaders’ forward, Tom
Tilley, proved the big gun for the
winners scoring 24 points with his
greatest effort coming in the sec
ond period.
The Tigers jumped to an early
lead starting with Gardner’s set
shot from way out.
They held
the lead well into the second
period when Bapst tied the game
at 7 all with a Tilley two pointer
and then; left the Rockland quin
tet behind as they slowly surged
ahead where they remained.
Three quick baskets, seconds be
fore the half time, brought the lo
cals to within two points of the
Crusaders.

Union’s efforts were bolstered
by a 13 point output by Mahlon
Linscott from his center spot while
Sonny Ludwig chipped in with
nine tallies of his own for the win
ners.

matched contest.
In the preliminary contest the
Rockport girls led by Joan Nor
wood and Sara Simonton won over
the Vinalhaven lassies 72 to 27.

The winners grabbed a 13-9 first
period lead and outdid themselves
in the second with a 22 point pro
duction against Warren’s three
points.

Thomaston’s sharpened ccrfter,
Dave Stone, pushed 28 points
through the hoop at Boothbay Har
bor Friday and brought his season
average in nine inter-school con
tests up to 23 points. He scored
30 points in an alumni game.
Thomaston dropped the contest
by three points. 46 to 43, barely
missing an upset and a chance to
push the Sea Hawks into second
place in the Knox-Lincoln League.
Stone fouled out in the closing
minutes of the game hurting
Thomaston’s chances of catching
up to the ied hot undefeated Sea
Hawks.
The winners led all the way al
though a final spurt of Thomaston
scoring brought them to within
five points of the victors late in
the final chapter and to three at
the end.
Boothbay Harbor’s center, Kel
ley, dropped in 15 points for the
winner’s cause. Thomaston guard
Johnny Elliot played exceptionally
fine ball all over the court and
threw in seven points to help his
team.

Thomaston—Boothbay Harbor

Union coach Bill Rochon substi
tuted freely in the game, clearing
his bench in the victory.
,
Connie Knight took
scoring
honors for the Union lassies with
13 points as they downed the in
vading Warren co-eds 44 to 17.
Appleton—Bristol
In an Appleton contest Friday
Bristol stopped dead any Appleton
threat early by jumping to a first
period 29 to 8 lead and coasting
to an easy 66 to 49 win behind the
big scoring guns of Hooks Sim
mons and Charlie Genthner. Sim
mons tossed in 28 markers while
his teammate found the bullseye
Camden-Lincoln
In the Camden-Lincoln encoun for 19.
Appleton’s big threat finally
ter the Mustangs’ left forward Jim
Dinsmore teamed up with guard emerged in the third period when
Dick Leonard to provide a Mr. the highriding scoring of Dick
Inside and Mr. Outside winning Sprowl who sank 18 points and Ken
combination for the Camden team. Fuller who racked up one less
Dinsmore, with some perfect brought them to within eight
points of Bristol.
push shots inside the foul line, and
The Bristol girls’ team were the
Leonard, putting on a successful
losers in the preliminary contest Girls' Basketball
set shot demonstration, scored 25
against the Appleton ladies 48 to
points and 20 points respectively
39 as Vcnassa Moody dropped in Clinic Set For
in leading their team to the win.
24 points for the winners. Beverly
The Mustangs broke the contest Griffin with 21 took second place Camden Saturday
wide open in the third period af j for Appleton scorers.
Bristol’s
Miss Germaine Bonney and
ter a nip and tuck first half that Dorothy Sykes swished the nets
Miss Gloria Witham of the South
saw the two quintets tied at 16 for 19
western Board of Womens Coach
all in the first canto, and Camden
Vinalhaven—Rockport
es and Officials are planning a
out in front by one basket at the
Vinalhaven’s efforts at Rockport I Girl's Basketball Clinic at Cam
half.
proved mighty dismal, if scoring den High School gym on Jan. 28.
Lincoln Academy’s Forrest Hunt alone counted, as they lost the
from 10 o’clock to 3 o’clock.
perforated
the
nets
for
16 game 79 »o 23. The courage of fhe
The Clinic will include an in
points with the losers show island quintet made up for the 56
terpretation and discussion of
ing up well at the foul line, point deficit many times over.
1 rules and a playday in basketball
Vinalhaven, having difficulty in
dropping in 23 one pointers to
of all schools in the afternoon.
scheduling
games
because
of
the
keep in the game.
|
Hot
will be served by
The Camden girls, led by Elaine transportation difficulties, decided
I
to
take
on
giant
Rockport
and
got
Hoffses’ 20 points, sAvept by the
The schools invited to attend
Lincoln lassies 48 to 36.
Judy trounced. They did win a lot of and bring eight players are: WisCooney scored 16 points for the • experience and will find the game | casset. Boothbay Harbor, Lincoln.
a help in the long run.
losers.
Rockport, with 15 men seeing Waldoboro. Rockland. Rockport,
Cnion-Warrcn
action, scored almost at will over i Camden, Thomaston and Morse
Union struck out for their fourth
the invaders, taking a 19 to 1 lead ! from Bath.
win in league play defeating War
The girls who belong to the
in the first period and leading 39
ren 59 to 28.
Morse High Officials Club will ofto 6 at the half.
The winless Warren squad,
Dave Pound, Beaver center, ( ficiate some of the games, and
handicapped bj’ a small practice
dropped in 11 baskets and a pair they are Nancy Bourgis, Marilyn
floor at home, failed to measure of singletons for 24 points while Foster. Annette Bailey, Gloria
up to the Union height and speed j compatriot Butch Farley, from his Swearivgen. Marilyn Bates and
in dropping their sixth league con forward position, threw in 10 bas Mary Potter.
test.
This is the second clinic of its
kets and a trio of fouls for 23
Warren’s center Alton Gammon points.
kind to be held in this area. Miss
i found the nets for 10 points while
While almost every man on the Bonney and Miss Witham had one
. teammate Everett Waters drop- Vinalhaven team scored not one in the Wiscasset High gym last
| ped in 11.
put in over one basket, in the out year.

i den.

lunch

Cam-

made it the
Largest Selling "8 ”
in the World...

First Choice Used Cars
SU MAIN ST.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

the teachii

Newton Church

SPECIAL SALE

j

SUITS ■ TOPCOATS • OVERCOATS "
Odd Lots - Broken Sizes
: MEN'S SUITS

1
REGULARLY 27.95
"
35.00
"
39.50

* 19.95
s

REGULARLY 47.50
"
50.00

"
"

39.95

55.00
58.00

REGULARLY 60.00
"
62.50
"
65.00

49.95

I

MEN'S TOPCOATS
and OVERCOATS
I

REGULARLY 33.75
"
42.75
"
45.00

*29.95
49.9S

REGULARLY 60.00
"
65.00

ROCKLAND
CLOSED MEPNESOAl'S AT 12.30 P. M.

I

Men have failed for every rea
Mrs. George Winsor, formerly son—except lack of advice.
The value of experience depends
Jennie Coolbroth of Tenants Harboi. was recently honored at a wholly on the after affects.
dinner at the First Church of New
Being afraid to lose keeps some
ton, Mass., where she has been people from trying to win.
director of religious education for
the past five years.
WATCH CHANNEL 8
Rev. Nathaniel M. Guptill, mini
ster of the church served as mas
ter of ceremonies. D. Ralph MacLean, minister of music, present
ed an inlaid pearl compact front
the staff of First Church.

Donald J. Edwards, chairman of
the Religious Education Commit
tee. presented her with a Master
of Religious Education Hood. Be
sides the aqua shade of the degree
held, the inside of the hood was
lined with the colors of the An
dover Newton Seminary where she
earned her degree.
Julian Anthony.
moderator of
the church, spoke of her work in
the church and the affection of
the people for her. He compli
mented her on work done with the
teaching staff of the church, her
work as advisor for the Youth
Program, and the hours of coun
seling within the church parish.
He wished her god-speed as she
takes up her new duties as direct
or of college education in Han
cock Church in Lexington, pre
senting her with a gift of $216
from the church.
Other gifts presented were: sil
ver candlesticks from the High
School Fellowship, a steam iron
from the college group, and an
orchid corsage from the teaching
staff.

Mrs. Winsor will begin her woix
in Lexington on Jan. 29. Hancock
Church has over 1000 children in

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
6.15 to 6.45
And Sec the Demonstration of

DUTCH BOY MIRACLE PAINT
NALPLEX

NALPLEX

the FORD V-8

'fk&k'Botfi
new Acrylic Latex
flat wall finish

< ar Sales

Just look at these. official registration figures
for the first 11 months Januarythrough November, 1955

Here’s why!
P-ople just

naturally go tor N cylinders

in the FORD package!
And to a world record extent!

Just think, in the first 11 months ot
1955 alone, 314,196 more people bought
Ford V-8's than the two other lowpriced competitive eights combined!
Of course, the reason the Ford V-8 is
the largest selling eight-cylinder car in
the world is that more people like its

brand of performance

the kind that

comes with the carl
These pr'ople aren'1
>cteurs in
judging engines. Nearly 21 years of
building Ford V-8's to supply their
demand is convincing proof of that.

And the Ford V-8 of today is the best
vet ... by a country mile!
Smoother and quieter—you can
scarcely hear it, even with the hood up!

FORD V-8

Car C—V-8
Car P—V-8

Car C Six
Car P—Six

1,241,742............ .............
634,376 .
607,366
262,870............ 978,872
845,153......... 396,589
334,540............ 907,202

Sassier just ask the highway patrol
officer who drives one. He knows it
takes a Ford to catch a Ford!
And, for the very practical question
of durability ask a Ford cab driver. He
knows how Fords take it days on end.
So, if it’s performance that you want
and wrapped like a gift the ’56
Ford V-8 is your baby.

Come in . . . try it today!

Carr's Wallpaper

and Paint Center
586 MAIN 6T.

ROCKLAND
10-T-37

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

Ford Sales
Leadership

Route 1, Thomaston

r.c.s.
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a* dark as the blackness of night J stateroom

Car In Accident

TALK OF THE TOWN
Staff Sergeant George H. Cro
Coming Events
zier, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmo
ISocial and community events , Crozier of Hill street, Roekland.
are solicited for this calendar All is attending a non-commissioned
?er™"n°.t..b.' °ffieers academy maintained by
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, the Air Force in Freising. Gercannot be accepted. The decision many, near Munich. He is* the
ol the editor is final.]
youngest member of the class at
Jan. 26—Mothers March of Dimes. tending the NCO Academy which
Jan. 26 — St. Bernard’s Annual has such subjects as public speak
Coffee Party.
ing. history, leadership, manageJnn. 27 — Golden Rod Chapter, j ment and drin
OES. meets at 7.30 it Masonic I
Temple.
Feb. 1—Lafayette Auxiliary will j Lt. John Hoctor, registrar of
meet at 6.30 at Odd Fellows Maine Maritime Academy at Cas
Hall.
tine. was the guest speaker at the
Feb. 2—Theta Rho Girls Club will Monday evening meeting of th(
meet at Odd Fellows Hall at 7 Kiwanis Club. He spoke on the
p. m.
Academy and showed motion pic
Feb. 2—Emblem Club meets Elks
tures of the Caribbean cruise
Home at 8 p. m.
made last year by the 200 cadet;
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 20-21-22—Sportsmen’s Show, aboard the Academy training ship
State of Maine. High school boys
Rockland Community Building.
Feb. 21-22—Elks' 50th Anniver from the area, who are interested
sary.
in the Academy, were guests of
Fep. 22 Washington’s Birthday.
the club for the evening.

In Waldoboro As

PENOBSCOT’S MEN OF STEAM

Owner Sleeps

A pre-view of the tales of the men who operated the ships and the Steamboat

Lines mentioned in "Steamboat Lore of the Penobscot”
Trooper Lawrence Chapman is
investigating
an
accident on
by John M. Richardson
Friendship street in Waldoboro
Saturday evening involving a car
operated-by Elmer A. Poland, 44.
of Waldoboro and one owned by
Joseph S. Feeney. Jr., of Waldo
boro.
Poland, traveling north on the
street came into collision with an
other vehicle approaching in the
opposite direction. The collision
occurred .about 6.30 p. m., on the
/
road leading from Waldoboro cen
ter to Route 1.
The front ends of both vehicles
sustained considerable damage,
estimated at $400 each, and Po
land received chest injuries as a
result of the accident.
Chapman said that Poland got
out of his car following the acci
dent and went to a house to call
police when the operator of the
other car left the scene.
Feeney told Chapman that he
The recently published report ot
The Owls Head budget commit was not operating the ear at the
the annual meeting of the Rock
tee met Monday evening to lay time of the accident as he was
land Loan and Building Associa
This is the Eastern’s winter boat Cornish on which the how lookout really took it on the chin for
groundwork for the community asleep in his room.
tion omitted inadvertently the men
the Cornish, unlike her gingerbread sisters Camden and Belfast, ran with no regard for the storms of
budget which will be presented
winter. She was built to take it.
tion that Edwin R. Edwards, who
at the annual town meeting in
had been elected president in Au
the ship to ease the strain on his
March.
Two men, Walter A. Matson, 21, | THE BOW LOOK-OUTS LIFE WAS
gust to fill the unexpirod term of
legs. He would like to close his
the late L Lawton Bray, had re
of Friendship and Russell A. Kirk i
ears to the sound of those con
ONE
OF
STRAIN
—
ALONE
IN
signed from the Board of Direct Museum Activities
23, of Warren, were found guilty
stant blasts of the whistle behind
ors, effective December 31, 1955.
of digging clams in a closed area COLD, SLEET AND DARKNESS
him. He does not dare spare one
Tuesday
and fined 325 and $5.32 each in I
It was with regret that his resigna
interval without watching or lis
3.30 p. m., Girl Scouts, Troop
Deer Isle, Main? these nights ho seldom if
Municipal Court Monday morn
tion was accepted. Mr. Edwards
tening.
7.30 p- m., Adult Art Class.
January 10, 1956 moves from one position. He longs
ing.
had been: a director for eight
W’hen day breaks and the first
7.30 p. m. Theatre Guild.
Both men pleaded not guilty to Dear Steamboat Editor:
years and had contributed gen
for one whiff of his pipe, but he buoy is sighted he is there, and
7.30 p. in.. Community Concerts
It is not unusual for us to day cannot light a match as it would
the charge brought by coastal
erously of his time and energy to
it is his tired eyes that see the
Association.
wardens as the result of an inci dream. When most people day blind: him in the darkness and Whistler break out of the fog. It
the affairs of the Association.
Wednesday
dent late Sunday evening a short dream, their thoughts are of some those on watch above him. His
is his ears that hear the first
3.30 p. m. Girl Scouts, Troop 10.
Firemen answered a call Mon
distance from Hospital Point on particular plan for the future. legs and back are tired and ache
mournful sound as the whistling
7.30 p. ni.. Civil Air Patrol.
day morning to the house of Mike
the St. George River in Thomas This has been a habit of mine, but from want of changing his posi
buoy swings deep into the trough
7.30 p. m., Theatre Guild.
Roman at 59 Broadway where the
mine are of the past, and at times tion as he puts his weight first
ton.
of between long mountains of un
Thursday
back flash from a floor furnace
The men appealed the findings some particular incident comes on one leg and then on the other. dertow.
3.30 p. m„ Brownie Scouts, Troop
caused the occupants to put in a
and were released in $500 person before me and I delve into it so : prom long hours of constant vigil in
14.
The words “bow lookout’’ do not
fire alarm. Firemen, on arrival,
al recognizance.
seriously that I am unaware of the blackness of night he imagines
7.30 p. m.. Coast Guard Auxiliary.
sound too important,
but if we
# ♦ »
found the fire out and no damage
anything other than my line of ,
sees images before his eyes.
Saturday
only
knew
how
many
lives
have
Stanley
S.
Stone,
20,
of
Port
as the result of the back flash.
thought.
Perhaps he imagines he hears dis
9.30 a. m.. Children’s Art Class,
been saved by his alertness down
Clyde was fined $10., on charges
Many times my mind drifts tant whistles or horns. He strains through the last century, it would
The fire department was called
of operating a car without an op
back to my days as a bow lookout his every nerve to listen but he certainly give us that feeling that
Sunday to the apartment of Mich
erators license.
on a steamboat. A bow lookout hears nothing distinct enough that he played a very important part
roo LATE TO CLASSIFY
• • •
ael Gregor at 262 Main street
Probable
cause
was found could walk through the main he dares to report. The steamer’s in the security and safety of all
where oil was reported leaking in
GARAGE to let at northend.
against a 24 year old Waldoboro saloon of a steamboat, rubbing | fog whistle’s lonely blasts leave who traveled by sea.
to the A. J. Spaulding Metal Shop, TEL. 1339-W
10-tf
father of five children on a mo elbows with the passengers who a ringing in his ears and as the
below the Gregor apartment.
I have stood on the bow when
MIDDLE aged reliable woman rals charge involving a 15 year had no idea of the meaning of his ! night wears on these constant
Firemen found an oil barrel in wanted for full time housekeeping
it would have been a relief to
title, and few of them knew what j blasts make his lonely hours al
the Gregor apartment that was for two adults. MRS. DORA , of Bremen girl in Municipal
have seen a light or heard a
an important part he played in most unbearable.
HEATH.
Warren.
Maine.
10*12
|
Court
Saturday.
leaking. They ^covered the pools
sound dead ahead. It would have
Fog begins to turn to sleet. His
The man, Waldemar L. Chris- their security or safety while
of oil with sawdust and stopped
given me a chance to scream a*
BORN
afloat
on
the
high
seas.
A
bow
wet face and hands begin to feel
tianson, Jr., 24, of Waldoboro was
the leak.
the top of my voice to report it.
Pillin—At New York City, Jan.
bound over to February term of lookout whose services had been cold. The sleet against his face This would have relieved the
6. to Mr. and Mrs. John Pillin
of
long
years
standing
has
lived
is like needle points penetrating tightness within me. Back and a
Lt. and Mrs. Clifford Cameron, (Janet Stewart of Owls Head), a Superior Court and held in $1,000
a life of strain and loneliness. His the skin. Flying spindrift coats the
bond.
former Rocklanders were award on—Richard Anthony.
little above the bow lookout are
Cole—At Knox Hospital, Jan. 21
The warrant alleges that Chris services are through the long deck with ice. This compels him
winners on a recent television
to Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Cole, Jr., a tianson. a poultry worker, com hours of the night. He cannot sit to move to the lee rail where he two more men whose nerves are
program, Big Payoff, receiving a aon.
strained almost to the breaking
mitted the offense Jan. 14 at War down to rest. His only relaxation can at least support himself. He
variety of valuable gifts. Lt. Cam
point. These are the skipper and
is
to
walk
back
and
forth
from
ren.
swings his body with the roll of chief officer. The wheelhouse is
DIED
eron is a graduate of Rockland
*
*
*
Webster—At Stonington, Jan. 18,
rail to rail. On nights when fog
High and Maine Maritime Acad
Captain Albert W. Webster, form
A 17 year old Rockland youth, and darkness- blind him so com
emy and is now on duty with the erly of Rockland, age 80 years.
Gordon V. Mank, was found guil pletely that images of every de
Navy.
Waldo—At Friendship. Jan. 22.
ty of driving to endanger while a scription come before him.
On
Miss Alice Waldo. Funeral ser
A roast pork supper will be ser vices Wednesday at 2 p. m. from friend of Mank’s John B. Sukeved Elks tonight at 6.3C. The sup Friendship Methodist Church with forth, 20. of Waldoboro, was found
Rev. Maurice Venno of St. An
per will be followed by an 8 drews’ Episcopal Church. New not guilty of the same charge in
THERE IS STILL TIME
o’clock meeting during which mo castle. officiating. Interment in a hearing held Saturday in Muni
cipal
Court.
TO ENROLL IN THE
tion pictures of naval warfare will Mountain Grove Cemetery, Bridge
Both youths pleaded not guilty
port, Conn.
be shown.
Higgs—At Rockville, Jan. 22, Al to th? charges brought by state
NEW CLASSES
fred Bruce Higgs, age 68 years. police that alleged that the pair
For the Mid-Winter Term At1
I Funeral services today at 10 a. m.
endangered the
lives of three
H 0 R N D I K E
.rom Burpee Funeral Home with
state
troopers
at
a
road block set
Rev.
George
H.
Wood
officiating.
HOTEL
Rockland School
Complete Luncheon
Interment in Blake Cemetery in up at Route 1 in Thomaston near
North
Warren.
the Dragon Cement Plant early
9 8 c
of Commerce
Packard—At Rockland. Jan. 22, Saturday.
Serving 11.30 to 2 p. ni.
Mrs.
Clara
Coombs
Packard,
age
107-T-tf
State
Trooper * Roger Far
10-11
82 years. Funeral services today
at 2 p. m. from West Rockport ris told 'the court the two
Baptist Church with Rev. Carl W. cars failed to slow down as
Small of Rockport officiating. In- troopers waved their flashlights
PUBLIC PARTY
ment in East Warren Ceme and were traveling at a great
EVERY FRIDAY at 7.30 P. M. tery.
Discover the Comforts of
Rhodes—At Washington. Jan. 20, rate of speed. The pair finally did
Tower Room • Community Bldg. George W. Rhodes, age 83 years stop. Mank some distance past
s x months and 21 days. Funeral the roadblock and Sukeforth at
Aaapicea Knight, of Columbus
47-TATh-tf services held Monday from Wash the roadblock, police testified.
ington Village Methodist Church Mank was fined $20 and $5 court
with Rev. Austin Wright of Au
gusta officiating. Interment in costs which he paid.
Skidmore Cemetery, North Union.
IN MEMORIAM
Perry—At Ash Point, Jan. 22,
Miss Margaret E. Perry of Ash
In memory of my husband. Jan.
Point, age 61 years. Funeral ser 1954—Jan. 1956.
vices Wednesday at 2 p. m. from He would not want the ones he
Russell Funeral Home with Rev.
loved
HOMES FOR FUNERALS
Chester M. Staples officiating. In To grieve for him today
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON terment in Ash Point Cemetery. We must not say that he is dead
Nichols — At Everett, Mass., For to us he is just away.
558 Main St. 22 Knox St. Jan. 23. Mrs. Blanche Nichols, j Away upon a journey’
formerly of Tenants Harbor. Fun- To a land that’s bright and fair
Leah Davis Brooks
eral services Thursday’ at 1 p. m. And though we all miss him here
from Davis Funeral Home, Thom- We know he’s happy there
Serving Knox County since 1876
56-tf aston. Interment in South Parish And memories of him will bring
Cemetery, St. George.
New comfort every day
------------------I As we recall—he is not dead
Good from Jan. 1 to Aug. 31, ' For he is just away,
eight mo. Readers Digest, $1.00
Robert S. Campbell. Bobby and
10'lt
or 16 mos. $2., to new subscribers I his wife.
only. Renewals and new sub
scriptions taken on any other
FLY Anywhere. Plane and hotel
reservations, tickets, information.
magazine published. Call or write
ROCKIAND TRAVEI SERVICE,
Sherwood E. Frost, 158 North
BURPEE
State News Co., Tel 563-R
Main street. Tel. 1181-J.
9*11

Municipal Court

outside, the skippers right hand breakers on a
grips the whistle cord, his left rocky shore.

man at the middle window, and
that real trusty standing half fro
zen on the besv.

These are three men. There are
three pairs of eyes, on watch, Subscribe
there are three pairs of ears to
listen. These are the three men
who put color in our daydreams.

Givaway

We now go below.
We walk
down a narrow freight passage
way and suddenly stop at the en
gine room door. There is an elder
ly man with graying hair sitting
comfortably in an easy chair reading a newspaper. His eye glasses
are partly down to the end of his
nose. He casually glances over
his glasses to look at the clock or
the steam gauges on the brilliant
ly polished engine front.
You
would think he never had a care
in the world. You have just not
seen this little old man in action.
As comfortable as he may look
in his easy ehair, his ear was
alert to that sound that migh*
come at anytime. A clang on the
round shiny gong, over his head
in this case, his paper would go
into the corner and before it
struck the floor his weight would be
on the throttle, and if the jingler
came along with it, then you
would really see this little man
in action. This was the chief engi
neer, the fourth man who was
one who played his part In the
security of your safety. Perhaps
you could have opened your

SALE
Specials!
Suede Jackets
Finest Quality
One-Piece Back
Inside Pocket

Were $19.95
Now $13.95
All Wool Slacks
FlaniH-la . Gab. - Worsteds

Were $12.95
Now $7.95
Matching Sets

Work Clothes
Grey - Green * Khaki

Were $6.90
Now $4.90
' ~ ~ ~ Aii wooT

Topcoats
Zip* In UningM

Were $39.95
Now $24.95

TRAVEL SERVICE

Long distance, travel
ranged by Rockland
vice,

includes

trips

ar

Travel Ser-

schedules,

hotels,

tickets,
reservations,
etc.
Tel.
563-R or call at the State News
Company.

I" "A "Dividend" Store"

s ALLEN BROWN'S
X
|

304 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND

CALL 1 3 7 1 - for Heat Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

MARITIME OIL CO.
hoatinp oil

I

14-t

— i^Wii—,11^

that benefit both parties!

TEL 390

U0 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

■ ■ ■■■■■>■■

1

LIVE

POULTRY

WANTED

PLEASE CALI CHARLIE SHANE

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.

RUSSELL

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND, MAINE

1-tfl

1396 or 1360

We Are Also Looking for
Poultry Raisers
Small or Largo.

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET

Whether your

uim is buying or selling, the advertising columns of this paper offer
ATTENTION POULTRYMEN

Terms To Meet Your Approval.

CALL NOW FOR WU INFORMATION

you an equally beneficial service. If buying, you can find here a world of

SIDNEY I. SEGAL
ROCKLAND TRAVEL BUREAU
Rockland. Me.
Telephone 563-R

accurate up-to-the-minute information on who's got what for

sale and for how much. If selling, your ad here is the quickest- surest way to

SOUTH BOUND
RISES LEAVE:
10.20 A. M.
5.20 P. M.

reach the most people who are ready to buy. This paper is a tried-ond-trusted

54.95
9.45
33.95
NORTH BOUND

BOSTON
NEW YORK
MIAMI

BUYING guide. That's why it is such a productive SELLING medium!

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

BUSES LEAVE:
6.30 A. M.
6.34 P. M.
BELFAST
.70
BANGOR
1.75
ST. STEPHEN, N. B.
5.25
Plus Tax.
Extra Savings on Rd Trips

SHOPPING starts in tbe pages ,1 THIS NEWSPAPER

emvaouND
I

distant

to The Courier-Gasette.

... The best deals are those

AMBULANCE SERVICE

not too

Lots of men stand to get to the
top and then don’t know what to
do when they get there.

DAVIS

BARRETT M. JORDAN. Prop.
Established 1830

heard

is ready to grasp the bell pull on
These four men have been the
a second's notice. Natural instinct principals in mRny of my day
enables him to find the bell pull in dreams of thc past since I have
the darkness. He never misses, been grounded out. I have seen
he cannot make a miss. Every all these men in action. I did my
I move must be right and quick. trick on the bow, so I can speak
Several hundred souls, many of for the bow lookout. Though sel
them women and children are dom a passenger I do believe
asleep below, protected from the that the majority of those who
elements by gingerbread work traveled enjoyed the comfort of
built on to a floating hull, float the cozy stateroom, and the
ing through an almost impenetra thrill of traveling by sea, know
ble darkness of night. Their lives ing they could trust those four
are in the hands of that man with men who secured their safety.
Capt. Walter E. Scott.
the whistle cord in his hand, the

LOW COST
LUXURY

Funeral Home

and

window

<
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

WANTED
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cents for each line, half price each additional time used. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! AU "bUnd ads” so called, L e, advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Conrier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 15 rents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to sernre best results,
nose with phone or street number onlv are not advised.
ALI. CLASSIFIED*—CASH
No classified ads wiU be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a

LARGE House wanted centrally
located in Rockland, would buy
immediately, must be reasonably
priced. Add to property. 6 BERK
ELEY STREET Roekland.
9*11

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle
NORTH HAVEN
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 16-4

VINALHAVEN
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Correspondent
Tel. 172

SENATOR

? PAYNE

1

9

X

3

5

4

10

6

7

8

II

0 16 17
ir
H
IX 13
DRIVER for wholesale and re
Mrs. Gertrude Grant is in Rock
Malcolm Hopkins of Worcester.
tail milk delivery. Married man
22
21
19 sss 20
18
preferred. No liquor. ALFORD ville, Md., visiting her daughter, Mass., was guest over the week
w
IA.KE FARM. call Lincolnville
end
of
his
mother.
Mrs.
Mary
Jane, and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
24
26
25
Z5
Mt
Warren. Mr. Hopkins also visited
William Metzger.
Ike's Third Anniversary
WOMEN wanted. You can earn
with his son. Paul, at the Uni
29
30
27
2.6
Mrs. James E. Brown, Miss
as much as $2 per hour as full or
Jan. 20 marked the third anni
J
versity of Maine.
part time Avon Representatives. Hershel Haskell, Dalon H. Brown
versary
of
Dwight
D.
Eisen

1
w
1
32
33
Mrs.
Charles
Mitchell
and
Openings in Thomaston. Camden.
Damariscotta, Hope. Washington. and Chester F. Dyer who have daughters. Kathy and Ellen, are hower’s inauguration as the 33rd
39
Cushing.and
Rockland.
Write been recent Knox Hospital pa in Rockland at the home of her President of the United States.
Under his leadership, our Nation
MRS. RUSSELL JOHNSON, Au tients have returned home.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gupsss
37
gusta Road. Waterville.
8 13
38 39
today is enjoying peace and un
Malcolm Hopkins of Massachu till.
Mrs. Guptill is recovering
precedented
prosperity.
I
am
■Al BSNEM WANTED
*J7
setts and Vinalhaven spent Sunday from an operation.
mJ
i 9<
42
■VO
Unlimited earnings under our
proud to have had a part in the
The Vinalhaven Development
salary and commission plan. All at the home of his sister, Mr. and
election of Dwight Eisenhower to
w)
W5"
benefits including life insurance, Mrs. Birger Youngquist.
Association met Friday evening at
TO LET
FOR SALE
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bunker left the Legion Hall. Several guests the Presidency and to have had
hospital and dependents.
Car
51
52
*9
50
TWO Room Apt., partly furn. to I necessary.
Apply by phone to j Tuesday for a few weeks vacation from the North Haven Asocia*ion an opportunity to support his pro
FEMALE Goats for sale. Good
gressive program in the United
milkers. Tel. THOMASTON 108-12 let. Adults only. Also sleeping TEL. 1724 for appointment. 8~tf | in Sarasota, Fla., and vicinity. Mr.
attended.
bi
56
55
59
States Senate. President ELsen10-12
COOK, quiet, competent, wants and Mrs. Douglass Stone are keep
room. TEL. 308-W
10*12
w
There
will
two
films
on
polio
W
hower
has
in
three
years
pointed
work
in
adult
Christian
home.
ing house for them while away.
19 INCH Console Telvision new
NICE Unfurn. 5 rms. and bath NANCY SAVAGE. Mt. Vernon.
60
5*9
btt
Miss Jennie Beverage is acting shown at thp Union Church vestry the way to the future with new’ vi
picture
tube.
for
sale. $60.
TEL. Maine. Tel. 21-2.
7*11
tonight at 7.30 under the auspices sion and high courage. Our Na
O'BRIEN 242 Limerock St.. Tel. to let, in good location.
treasurer for the Unity Guild
62
O'
10*12
10*12 855-J.
875-W after 6 p. m.
of the Health Council. The public tion will continue to go forward
CASH for old guns ln any con Elizabeth’s absence.
5H ACRES of land at Ash Point
UPSTAIRS Furnished
Apart- dition. H and HL hinges, porce
if it follows the path he has laid
Lipman Cohen of Rockland was j's cordially invited to attend,
for sale. Inquire 112 PLEASANT ment tQ
4 rooms and bath lain. pottery, glass, silver, paint
out for us.
VERTICAL (Co«l4
HORIZONTAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
ings. and furniture. Top curient in town Tuesday and Wednesday The Union Church choir met
ST., Rockland.
10*12
16- Fountains
48- Secrets
heated, hot and cold water. Adults prices paid. G. BEECHE. 33 Main
1-Mute
Robert
Smith.
Ira
Curtis
and
Thursday
night
with
Mrs.
Cora
Military
Construetion
At
HEAVY, dry slab wood for
17- Spreads loosely lar
49- Lair
5-Masticate
Maine Bfuteg
sale, sawed and delivered. CRest only. TEL. 1536-M between 12 and St.. Thomaston. Write or Tel. 20' Mrs. Stanley Quinn were in Vinal- [ Peterson for the regular rehearsal
drying, as flax
50- Changed the form of
9-Willow twigs
6.
________________________
i
mornings
or
after
4
p.
m.
____________________ *8 haven on Monday to donate blood and a gocial evening. A delicious
wood 3-3323. WTLLIAM HEATH
The Department of Defense an 11- Ascended
19-Set of workers
52- Grassy meadow
MAN
wanted
to
work
on
poultry
[
f
or
a
North
Haven
patient
at
j
lunch
was
»
erV
ed
and
the
evening
10*15
21- Prone to anger
53- Senior (abbr.)
FOR BENT
nounced last week that it would 12- ltalian river
54- To the sheltered side 22- Part of a sword
HOSPITAL
Beds.
Folding farm. Apply in person L. B. Knox Hogpiul.
PEKINESE and Terrier Pups
| ended with an interlude of sing- request the Congress to approve 14- Girl’s name
24-The shoulder-blsda
55-To start suddenly
UNIT- ROKES. Cobb Rd . Camden. 3-tf
Mr
Mrg Richard shieldg
15- Dispatched
for sale. Call between 3 p m. and Wheel chairs. Tel. 939.
$24,745,000 for military construc 16- A length measure
i ing by all.
57- A European country 26-Under
6 p. m. ALTON SIMMONS. South ED HOME SUPPLY CO., 579TWENTY-FOUR HR Photo Serare to occupy the | Thc boys and girls basketball tion projects in the State of Maine
2«-Fatigues
(abbr.)
(abbr.)
I vice. Ask for it at your local store ' ' in
-”
Thomaston. Maine.
10*lt 589 Main St.. Rockland, Me
30-lnfants
58- Tardier
home of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Polk,
136-S-tf I or at Gifford’s, Rockland, Me.
1946 CHEV. 4-door for sale, also
teams returned home Saturday for fiscal year 1957. Of this sum 18-L iable
32- Lace fabr*e
59- Slumber
20-An oval
that
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walker
67-tf
1947 Nash Ambassador. 6 cyl.. 4$22,295
000
is
to
be
spent
for
im

UNFURN. Four-Room and Bath_________________________
33- Bone of the body
from Camden where they played
61- A horse’s gait
22- Garden tool
door. R&H defrosters. Good trans Apt. to let.
Heated, newly rePAINTING and Paperhanging, Ames on Upper Main Street.
facilities
at existing 23- Observes
35- Beetle
62- Large web-footed
the Camden and Rockport teams. proving
portation, low price. TEL. 878-M. modeled. Call after 5 p. m. at inside and out, all work positively
Michael Williams has sufficient
36- Part of the body
bird
Maine bases and is allocated as 25- Withers
10*12 201 SOUTH MAIN ST., Tel. 517- guaranteed. Will furnish material ly recovered from his recent in
Miss Betty Dearborn and Mrs.
38- Navigate
follows: Brunswick
Naval Air 26- Tie
W
9*11
Work
accepted
Warren
to
Camden.
39Currents
VERTICAL
ELEC. Sewing Machine for sale
jury to be able to resume his | Veryl Smith, both of Meriden,
27- Extenoed area
Station. $3,738,000; Winter Har 29- River in Poland
1 Estimates free
VAN E. RUS40- Tablete
desk type, mahogany finish, ex- ---------------------------------------------------lumbering
operations
in
the
West
|
Conn.,
spent
thc
weekend
at
Miss
ONE Rm. Apt. to let. hot water SELL Phone 676-M
Post Office
41- Diner
bor Naval Radio Station, $83,000; 30- Girdles
1- Act
cellsnt cond. TEL. 259.
10-12 and I furn. rm. Kit. priv. if de70i Rockland.
73tf District.
Dearborn’s home in town.
42- Poete
2- Employ
Dow Air Force Base in Bangor, 31- Without delay
THREE
Shoats
around
40 sired. 29 BEECH ST., Tel. 1116-W.
44-Harveet
3- 5280 feet
DON'T discard your old or! Bob Sawyer and Son. the
Dennis Swears of Lawrence. $7,665,000; Loring Air Force Base 33- Raves
pounds for sale. $9 to $11 each.
8*13
46- Raln. enow and las
4- Cries, as a deer
antique furniture. Call H JOHN I c.P.A.’s have been in town this Mass., fighting <n the 160 pound
34- Dictate
EDWARD GRINNELL
Burket,in Limestone, $2,522,000; Presque 35- A flower
47- Apportione
5- A salad plant
TWO 4 room apartments at NEWMAN for restoring and r®’ past week preparatory to thc
ville.
8*10
bracket,
recently
qualified
in
the
50- A singing votes
6- Sharpening stone
Isles Air Force Base, $7,814,000;
37-A lower animal
Tel.
. ..
,
D
,
Warren village to let. TEL. finishing 48 Masonic St.
TEN White Peking Ducks for CRestwood 4-2441.
51- Hauled
ltf ' P, ,nt,n& of the Town Reports for Diamond Belt Boxing Tournament
7- Superlative suffix
8-10 1106-M
and Searsport Fuel Storage Sta 40- Ponds
______ :------------------------------------------ loss
54-Swiss river
sale, $1 each. KENNETH SMITH.
8- You and I
41Recede.
as
the
tide
at
Revere.
Mass.,
as
he
gained
a
IRON. Steel Metal. Rage and
tion. $473,000.
THREE room furnished apart
Northport. Tel. Belfast 739-M4 af
10- Noises in the chest 56-A beverage
43-One of a series of
Batteries
wanted
Call
123. i Eliot Beveridge is convalescing four round decision over Bob War58-An army title(sbbej
also 3
The
remaining
amount
of
11- A tree
ter 5 p. m.
8*10 ment with bath to let;
steps
MORRIS GORDON A SON, Cor. 1 at his North East home from an fiao of Worcester.
60-Promissory note
Swears was $2,450,000 is for an entirely new 46-Melody
12- Gone by
GLENWOOD
combination oil room unfurnished apt. HASKELL Leland and Tea
Rockland.
|
attack
of
virus
pneumonia.
(abbr.)
8-10
13- Musical drama
also named the outstanding boxer facility to be located in Washing 46-Dish of greens
and bottle gas range for sale. 36 & CORTHELL. Camden.
»« »» (
Mrs. Walker Ames (Bell) has
TWO or three rm. apts furnish
Inch. Asking $75. Call ROCK
of thc card. Jan. 10 he was a ton County. The installation will
1
had two “messes” of dandelion
LAND 1491.
8*10 ed or unfurn. to let. F. G. PRIEST
winner in the Lowell Golden be a very high power, low' fre committee, which Is studying
EGGS
109 Park Street, Tel. 1024 .
8 13
greens dug fresh from thc field,
Y cIt Ji M Pl_ C □ia
FOR SAI.E
Gloves Opener. Mr. Swears is the quency naval transmitting station. marketing practices in thc auto
UNFURN. 4 Rm. Upstairs Apt
A]N 1 lJe
and
reported
extra
good.
R aa
Pistols, shotguns, rifles, tele
E. R!R
SEX-LINK chicks from Maine
son of Mrs. Dorothy Ab-ez, form When I heard the Navy was look
a|r O U a a
scope sights, mounts, ammunition, to let with bath and shower. TEL. U. S Approved Pullorum typhoid
Free Salk polio vaccine is being
mobile industry—co-sponsoring a
S EllA R!E D
8-tf clean for sale.
ing for a site for a major radio
bandloading supplies, and other 290-R.
An exceptional given to the school children and erly of Vinalhaven.
c ERIE
1 N N s
bill to reinstate the G. I. Bil edu- .
■hooting accessories. CAMDEN
AT 81 Unlun Street, modern, cross for good livability, large many of the parents have taken
facility in the Northea.st. I wrote
E EN
PE A ■ e A
cational benefits as long as se
SPORTING GOODS
(Allan IN. heated 3-room apt. to let with eggs and heavy birds.
DUTCH
the Secretary’ of the Navy, urging
s' 1 S T E R
Forsyth), Sherman's Point, Phone bath. CALL 893 days and 233 eve NECK HATCHERY. Melville W. advantage of it.
lective service remains in effect. A 1 s lIeId
that Washigton County be selected
vl
Alphone Gagon had one of his WARREN
V 1
1 N
R
Camden 2675.
1-tf nings.
6-tf DAVIS. Tel. TEmple 2-9480. Wal
because of its strategic location
R|E|S T E D
large
horses,
used
for
wood
work,
M E N DiE|d
8-tf
ALENA L. STARRETT
FOB SALE
FURN. 2 Rooms and Flush to doboro, Maine.
and the need for economic devel President
Correspondent
T A R
Complete stock of:
let. 34 FULTON STREET, Tel.
s 1 R ■e \fj E
1600 SEX Linked Pullets start badly kicked by another horse
Telephone CRestwood 8-2491
Oxygen and Acetylene regula 1379-R.
opment in the area to relieve un
3-tf ed Jan. 21 from Maine U. S. Ap this past week.
D E A N
C o R A
tors.
employment.
The Navy’s selec Recommends
FIVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. to let. proved Pullorum-Typhoid Clean
Mrs. Mellie Gillis telephoned her
E A R N ED
D E E p ER
Brazing and cutting torches
Breeders.
KENDALL ORFF. family on Saturday, Jan. 14 of her
central
heat.
CALL
798
after
12
tion
of
Washington
County for this
D E F E R
E l rA
S
A
N
Bose, lighters and tip cleaner*
Crescent
Temple
PS
will
meet
Higher Postal Rates
noon.
157-tf Cushing. Me., Phone Thomaston safe arrival in Santa Monica,
Is AM
new facility will be pleasing to
D
1 M
Welding and chlppers goggles
B
10*15
Friday night.
FURNISHED Apartment to let. 198-2.
Brazing rod and soapstone
everyone in Maine.
Calif., at her son Albert's. She
In submitting his budget mes- j
Miss
Ruth
Clough
of
the
State
CLEMENTS
WHITE
ROCKS
—
Inquire in person at 11
MORRIS GORDON A SON, adults.
147-tf in great demand for meat produc left Rockland Tuesday morning,j Departmt.nt of Health was pre- Emergency Farm lx»an Program sage to Congress this week. Pres- i years. Deficits of $440 million and
Rockland.
137tf JAMES STREET.
tion. They Eve. grow fast and Jan. 3 with Sherman Baird, by’ sent last Wednesday at a meeting
Last week the Department of ident Eisenhower recommended | $470 million are projected for fis
PLEASANT, spotless. 3 rm. un
f^HOUSWHERMANJN^
Agriculture notified me that an renewal of a program for prompt ! cal years 1956 and 1967, respec
furn. apt. to let, first floor, bath, have efficient feed conversion— auto.
of
the
Public
Health
Council
to
pullets available for Hatching egg
fine loc., adults, hot water, mod
K. of P. Installation
aid in plans for the fall district emergency loan program has Congressional action “which will tively. The increases over 1955
production. Maine-U. S. Approved
1
Yonr
erate
rent
2nd
bell.
87
NORTH
On Tuesday, Jan. 17 the Knights meeting of Public Health Councils, been authorized for farmers in drastically reduce the 1957 postal are due entirely to recently en
f
OBOSLEY-BENDIX
Pullorum
Clean.
Also
Red-Rocks.
MAIN STREET
10*12
\
Dealer
White Leghorns, Golden Crosses of Pythias held its installation of which will be held in Warren. Aroostook, Penobscot. Washing deficit and will make it possible acted pay legislation, which can
HEATED ano unheated furn and Reds for layers.
#443 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND’
Write or officers with Vernon Beverage as
George Nilson, in Maine, through ton, Waddo and Piscataquis coun for the postal service to become be absorbed only in part by op
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economies
and in
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present.
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Robert Smith, Prelate; Edward
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OXYGEN, Acetylene, Hydrogen, F. STUDLEY, 77 Park St., Tel.
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Nlntrogen, 002, Pure Compressed 1060 and 172 Broadwav Tsl 1234
arily employed in the Knox-Lin tions where a shortage of regu gress on the subject.
sage. "Legislation is again being
Air, Welding Supplies and Equip
17 ♦«
credit exists.
The budget message empha proposed that would initially in
CESSPOOIB and Septic Tanks rest Adams. Secretary and Vernon coln 4-H Club office in Rockland. lar agricultural
ment for sale
MORRIS GOR
cleaned by machine. C. E. FEN- Beverage, Treasurer.. A delicious
This
will
be
good
news
to
our
po

sized
Mr. Eisenhower's views on crease postal revenues by 350 mil
The first class in the first aid
DON, and SON, Rockland.
In
DERSON SANITARY SERVICE, supper of scallop stew, coffee and
tato growers, since it will make subsidized features of Govern lion dollars a year. Legislation is
REAL
course
here,
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by
the
Red
Camden, Fisher's Eng., Mechanic
Tel. 1314 Rockland, 24 hr., 7 day assorted pies was served by the
street, Camden
U9tf
Cross will be held at 7 ,p. m.. credit available to help them ment service. While the White also being proposed to pay the De
8*16 committee.
BERNICE Williams House on service.
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Tuesday night at the municipal plant and harvest next year’s House views covered other Gov partment for services to certain
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repair
and
service
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lar $10.96 for $6 95. NORTH EAST Thomaston street for sale. Price makes of sewing machines and
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rest
in
easy
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that
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Attention camera fans. (1) Ko
day for duty in San Diego, Calif. Jan. 23. The program was in to see the long efforts of the en cost of these hidden subsidies wedding of her granddaughter.
POULTRY Farm wanted. State
dak Pony 828 with case and flash. location. capacity
and
price. can get the merchandise. Come
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hawes charge of Mrs. Lillian Simmons. tire Maim* Congressional Delega have grown considerably during
Mrs. Lillian Reed was a visitor
and
save
on
your
buys.
Prices
not
$40.50; (2) Kodak 35 mm. F-3.5 Write B-A. c/o THE COURIER
and daughter Allison visited over Refreshment committee included tion on behalf of Quoddy finally the past decades. I firmly believe in Portland Thursday.
duplicated
elsewhere.
Rock
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with case and range finder, GAZETTE
HI 12
$37.50;
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Bolsey
35
mm. “ EXPERIENCED Young Man tom. lots of automotive supplies the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Adelle Stanford. Mrs. Ellen brought to a successful conclu in the principle that Government
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services which give a special ben Ruth Hinkley were in Damari
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A children’s clinic for polio shots kins.
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President Supports
dak reflex with flash. $15 95. Slide
Medical Oxygen Regulators and w’ill be held Monday, Jan. 30 at
by adequate charges paid by thc
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Parsons
Mrs.
Mabel
Folsom,
Home
Disability
legislation
projectors.
(5 ) 300 Brumberger
Masks for rent.
the schoolhouse at 9 a. m. These
of Newcastle with Billy and Nan
mount in case, $37 50, with AirWe also supply medical oxygen.
I Demonstration Agent, will present
In his press conference last users.”
Postmaster General Summer- cy were guests Sunday of her
equipt automatic slide changer,
Sold only through your family shots are for Grade 1 through the topic, “Your Food. Your Poc- Thursday, President Eisenhower
Grade 9.
$47.50;
(6 ) 200 watt Mansfield.
physician’s prescription.
I ketbook and
You.” Thursday gave his full support to efforts to field has stated that second-class mother Mrs Ida C. Stahl.
$19.95 Let's swap. We are still
MORRIS GORDON A SON.
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Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Collins
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which rates would be boosted by more
137tf (Charlotte Young) were given a I night at a meeting of the evening determine
buying good used cameras and
Neat little home of six room on Rockland.
Thc greatest trouble with worth
equipment. S. F. MORSE. 344 outskirts of town; Good neighbor
j Extension Association which will should be followed when a Presi than 400 per cent to make the
Main St, Tel 64n W
9-15 hood. $2000.
CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS miscellaneous shower Friday eve I take place at the Auxiliary Hall. dent becomes physically disabled. Post Office Department self-sus less people is that they are not
the ones who worry about it.
Six rooms with cemented base Cleaned, repaired and installed ning at Pioneer Grange Hall and
THREE Pc White Bathroom
Mra. Will Kelley of this town The President said he thought a taining.
cleaning
equipment received many useful gifts from
aet for sale. TEL. 1264 after 5.30 ment. bath, central heat anl large automatic
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of
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dangerous
Free Inspection and estimates friends and relatives. Refresh
p. m.
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Practicing wliat yoj preach
The Erskine property at 42 SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally ments were served and arrange I Saturday at an all day meeting of Constitutional ambiguity on this
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“
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Excellent
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for sale, set slip covers, 2 pic
2687.
72tf ments made by Gretchen Payson, Goodwill Grange Hall. South War country.” This was, of course, lower than in thc preceding six to get out of practice.
ture and 2 single windows drapi s with large lot.
Vera Rowell and Hope Leach.
Very
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with
with traverse rods. GEORGE LA
Members of the Auxiliary of thc ren. Rev. and Mrs. Kelley and Mr. most gratifying to me, since I in
complete
privacy.
It
has
three
COMBE. Old County Road, arcoss
PLUMBING -ami HEATING
UNCLAIMED SHARES OF ESTATES
American
Legion attended thc and Mrs. Louis Gordon will act troduced legislation Jan. 5 to set
fireplaces
large
living
rooms;
four
from Cities Berries.
0*10
FREE ESTIMATES
up such (procedures. With thc
sleeping rooms, central heat, bath,
supper
served
by thc losing side as hosts of the day.
1. Blain,’ P. Merrill. Treasurer of the County of Knox, hereby publish
~100 FATHOM \ in. e.,1,1, to,
landscaped grounds, shade trees,
ARTHUR CULLEN
The Riverside Olub will meet President fully in support of
of the membership contest, which
a list of all persons entitled to unclaimed shares of estates that have
sale, $50; 6 coils
ln. 200 ft. each. fruit trees, b'tm and 100 acres of
IJCENSED PLUMBER
was held Tuesday at the Thomp with Mr. and Mrs. David White at complete study of this subject, it been paid or transferred to ni, as said Treasurer under Chapter 143,
$10 each; Victor oil stove ABC u„d Xrra
for rrac4oua coun 12 North Kt.
Thomaston, Ms.
Section 24. of Ihe Revised Statutes, 1944. State of Maine.
burners, cost $116.50 used two (rv Hvjn(, s,5
son Memorial cafeteria.
The 7.30 Thursday night. Acting as is my hope that ihe Senate Judi
Tel. 234
winters, sell $20 cash. Tel. 513-J
Amount From
74-tf Auxiliary presented past presi hosU w’ith them will be Mr. and ciary Committee will schedule Ft
See F. H. WOOD, Court Houae,
Date
17 OLD COUNTY RD.
8*10 Rockland. Maine.
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10-11
dent’s pins to Euda Lermond, and Mrs. Ear’. Gammon.
28.59 Cora B. Crabtree. Est. Mar. 30, 1945
SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH? Marion Alden, also pins will go to j Mrs. Grace Andrews of Thom other proposals that have been Crabtree. Cora B.. Heirs,
HOUSE for sale, contains 2-5
Francis, Lymond.
5.38 Mae Cushman. Est..
1 Translations and private German
Mar. 20, 1946
rm. apts. with priv. baths and en
1298 Orren P Hupper Est , Dec 31, 1938
Lessons.
Contact CHARLOTTE Loretta Weaver of Augusta and j aston has been passing several advanced by other members of Hupper, Orren P., Heirs.
trances. Central heat, oil furnace
WELL! HELL! HEIX1
1.45 Geo. A. Hendricks Est. Sept. 24, 1935
UPTON. Camden 2088.
67-tf Inez Cameron, Friendship, to be days with her sister, Mrs. Jessie Congress and constitutional ex Weed, Ellen,
If It ls water vou need, write --------------------3 yrs. old, new storm windo i
Grigor, Michael or Miall
perts.
The next Walker.
Flv '■"rtheast Airlines, connec- forwarded to them.
throughout, large yard, central lo R. W. DRINKWATER Well DrillStafan,
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cation. CAIJ> 798 after 12 noon ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135. tlon" made tor aI1 line*- Giffords meeting of the Auxiliary will be j Mrs. Ada Spear will speak on
Gay, Mary Elizabeth.
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157-tf i Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment J Rockland. Me.________________ 89tf at Edith Payson's Feb. 7.
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Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 24, 1956
Rev. Mr. Marsh. Methodist,

"A THOMASTON INQUISITION"
WRITTEN BY CYRUS EATON

To some of these, especially the '
; first. Mr. Fernald readily assent- '
I ed; to parts of the others gave a !
By F. L. S. Morse
qualified assent but when pressed
PART IV.
ers of religious belief and prac declared that he could not answer
One of the ministers remarked. tice.
“Yes” or “No” without implying
2. We believe that the Scrip what he did not believe, and in re
“We think we now understand
your sentiments.” and without tures do teach us that all men gard to what is said in the articles
subjecting themselves to any ex are by nature dead in trespasses respecting the total depravity of
amination by Mr. Fernald. took and sins, and positively inclined human nature and the specified j
out a paper, which they said they to evil, and entirely void of that conditions of salvation “He could
had prepared and signed, as con holiness required by the Law of not assent to them withou bcliev-.
taining their ideas on these sev God—that they are already un ing that all the millions* of i
eral points without an assent to der condemnation and exposed to heathen, who had never heard of
which, we cannot recognize you as eternal ruin without excuse or de Christ and all infants who die
while yet incapable of a knowl
a Christian teacher or minister. fense.
This paper was read as follows
3 We also believe that the edge or of a faith in Him must be
and Mr. Fernald requested to an Scriptures teach that Christ, who turned over to everlasting tor
swer yes or no to each of the ar- is the second person in the Trin ment—a never ending Hell!”
icles.
ity, is equal and one with the
No answer was given, but one.
Father. God over all and blessed supposed to be McLean said.
Articles of Faith
We. the undersigned ministers forever and that assuming our na- “The students at Andover are re
of the Gospel and belonging to ure he hath by tasting death for quired’ to answer directly, yes or
different denominations,
while every man, made an atonement no to these, and without assenting
differing from each other in for all mankind, w’heroby all who to them would not be licensed to
minor points in theology, do en comply with certain specified preach. Thereupon one of tffem.
tirely agree upon and subscribe conditions may be forever saved I cannot say which said, ‘We can
to the following points of doctrine, from sin and its consequences.
not therefore recognize you as a
which we hold as cardinal, evan
4. The specified conditions as Christian teacher, though as a
gelical and vital truths and which taught in the Bible are, we be man and a citizen, we should be
we preach from our respective lieve. repentence toward God and happy to unite with you in any
pulpits.
faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, in measure of public utility’.”
1. We believe in the full and in volving regeneration or being
They then, without any consul
fallible inspiration and all suffi born again, which consists in giv tation with the attending dele
ciency of the Scriptures, as our ing a holy disposition to the mind gates; without any motion or vote
only authoritative guide in mat- and is effected instaneously and to dissolve or adjourn the meet
in a manner above our compre ing. and without any recognition
hension by the power of the Holy of the Moderator’s’ position, rose
Spirit.
to depart, but at the earnest and
FREE!
5. We believe the Scriptures repeated solicitation of Mr. Fer
WIN
teach us that all who comply nald. they consented with appar
with these conditions and perse ent reluctance to allow him to
COMPLETE SPORT OUTFIT
vere unto the end. will at last en copy the paper which had been
SPORT COAT
ter into Life Everlasting; while read, and which they did not con
DOBBS HAT
all those who do not comply but sent to leave with him for that
SHIRT AND TIE
die in their sins will be driven purpose.
Throughout the meeting Mr.
AT
away in their wickedness and go
Fernald had manifested the ut
into
everlasting
punishment.
ALLEN BROWN'S
Signed by Rev. Mr. McLean, most alacrity and frankness in
304 MAIN ST.
KOI KI.ANI)
Orthodox; Rev. Mr. Hill. Baptist; answering all the questions pro
pounded. made no complaint of
their method of proceeding and
in handing back the paper told
MY CUSTOMERS
them that he presumed they had
acted conscientiously in withdraw
ing the hand of fellowship from
him—that he could not wish them
to violate their consciences, but
Our new bill consolidation service is
thought their conceptions were
aimed at relieving monthly pressure by con
narrow, their charity too limited.
solidating bills . . . reducing payments that are
“Mine is of a broader character
too high . . . and leaving more money for your
and though your hands may be
family every pay day.
closed against me. mine shall ever
How does it work? At your request, you
be open to you and all the follow
and I will sit down and go over your present
ers of Christ.
I expected you
situation. Why not do this? Phone or come
would have adopted a different
Miles Sawyer
in to see me. I’ll put our new Bill Consolida
YES MANager
course, and have been disappoint
tion Service at your disposal without any extra
ed that you should confine this
cost or obligation. And ... if a cash loan is the answer, I’ll handexamination to doctrine which I
tailor it to your own needs and income. My phone number is
consider rather philosophical than
Rockland 1133. Or see me at 'Bwftaai finance CO., 356 Main
religious—rather outside of Chris
Street. I’m at your service.
tianity than essential to it. I
OPEN SATl RDAVS I NTH. NOON
supposed you would have ini

TELL ME,
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Waldo Tyler Reminisces In Pictures

Glen Cove
WPQ
iWTT? BLACK
n, irtr
MRS. ANNIE
Correspondent
Telephone 794-J

The Rewards of ntBeaa

"This experience has been vary
rewarding.”
Those were
the
words, believe it or not. of a
young woman leaving a tuberculo
sis hospital after seven months
of treatment A victim of one of
the most serious diseases known
to man she was nevertheless able
to say she had gained by it.
A career girl with a good job
and a fine future ahead of her,
her first reaction when the doctor
told her she had TB was to try
to forget the whole thing . . make
believe it never happened. But
let her te'fl it in her own words.
"I didn't feel sick. I was lucky.
The disease had not progressed
very far. This was my life and I
could do with It as I pleased. No
one was going to make me go in
to a hospital.'’

Mr. and Mrs. William Chester
have been visiting in Long Island.
New York, guests of Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. Miller and are now spending
some time with Mrs. Chester's sis
ter and brother-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. N. J. Fisher in Wharton. N.
J.
Mrs, Helen H. Gregory was a
dinner guest of Mrs. Marion Lind
sey Sunday in Rockland.
Mrs. John Anderson of Port
Clyde is a guest of her son and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Rex Ander
son.
Warren Barrows has resigned
his position at Lloyd's Drug Store
and has entered the employ of
Mutual Benefit Life Insurance
Company of Newark. N. J.

quired into my religious experi
ence and the state of my heart
and feelings to ascertain whether
I were a Christian or not. Had
you done so, it might have led to
a different result and saved you
the mortification of remembering
when we hereafter meet together
before our common Master that
you this day turned your back
upon one of the humblest follow
ers of Him who hath said. 'Inas
much as ye have done it to one
of the least of these my disciples,
ye have done it unto me'.”
Some further conversation took
place In differertt parts of the
room and in the entry while put
ting on their overcoats, which I
did not distinctly hear; but un
derstood immediately after from
Mr. Fernald that one of the
clergymen. Mr Marsh, said to
him. ''The only reason why I did
not attend the Union Prayer Meet
ings was because you were
there.”
Other observations were made
in the course of tile meeting which
I have not been able to give in
the proper connection, one of
which most distinctly remem
bered was in suhstancc if not in
so many words, "We do not re
quire assent to all of those points
in a candidate before admittance
to church membership and might
not refuse after one examina
tion to acknowledge you as a
Christian but not as a Christian
teacher.”
(A few lines here omitted).

Cyrus Eaton

Jan. 16. 1)460

Health For All

*

She recalled the patient efforts
of her doctor to explain why the
hospital was a must. The deciding
factor was the terrible knowledge
that as a person with active TB
Waldo Tyler continues today with his series of pictures in Kockland three decades ago and better. she w-as a source of infection to
This shot, taken on a frosty morning, shows one of the Highland ears negotiating a turn between snow- ' others. So. ”1 left my job, phoned
banks as high as its windows.
my friends, packed my bag and
took off." she says. Once in the
J hospital she decided to make the
most of it. Books were available,
a reco-d player, a TV set. She
learned to knit, tried drawing and
] working with clay.
"How astonished I was to dis) cover I was unable to get to all
I the things I wanted to do. Some
people tried things they had never
done before, others had time to
continue along lines they had be1 gun. Some learned a foreign lan| guage,” she recalls.
"Most of all. there is time for
1 pretty straight thinking, time to
face oneself, to try to discover
I just where you arc. how you got
I there, where you ate going, how
j you are going to get there, Just
| what you are anyway.”
Of course, there were bad times
dark hours when the outside
world looked most attractive and
1 when time seemed to stretch
; ahead endlessly. She was tempted
several times to leave the hosplj tai. But she knew she would not
Rockland High School hack in the 1920’s. Most of the building was incorporated into the present
able to keep to the proper rou
high school and makes up the center section and gym.
tine when surrounded with fam
ily and friends. She stuck it out.
a
Seven months in the hospital,
and then five more before sho
goes back to her job. But she goes
lack with firmer knowledge of
herself and what she wants to do
with her life. She has made an
opportunity out of an experience
which might have been a tragedy.

It’s sometimes necessary to
wire a congressman for action—
but not for sound.

Jobs are always going—eape*
"iaHy for those who go after them.

America votes i±

THE

GEAR

OF

TH

NEW
HYDRAMATIC
This picture takes ns back almost to years to the day when Knox County’s first draftees of World
War I inarched oft to service. Men making up the color guard and escort were already in the service.
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NEW NINEfV-EIGHT DELUXE HOLIDAY SEDAN

Most Exciting News in

Automatic Transmissions

ness with full Hydra-Matic efficiency

Since Oldsmobile

Introduced Hydra-Malic
16 Years Ago!
It’s here for you to try now! A new
sensation in driving smoothness! A
new peak in getaway performance!
The ’ Gear of the Year’’ is Jetaway
Hydra-Matic*. perfected by the same
engineers who developed the world’s
TOR VALUE TODAV

first fully automatic drive. It s a revo
lution in automatic drhing smooth

Many may recall this scene. enpveially those w ho traded with the Mikado laundry operated by
I. Nee Ia*e whom Waldo describe, as ‘‘a very genial little < hinanmn.” The location In now occupied by
Ike Farnsworth office building and the Stonington Furniture Company.

. . . split-second response . . . power
delivery that’squick and quiet! Come
in.Try a Starfire-stylcd ’56 Oldsmohile
—with Jetaway Hydra-Matic and the
new Kocket T-350 Engine . . . the

Maine Retail Sales

mightiest Kocket ever! You'll see
why this is jour year to go Olds!
'Standard on Ninety-Eight model1., optional
at extra cost on Super 88 mod el j

Reported Growing
The sacral of the smoothness
is in the second coupling!

TOP RESALE TOMORROW ,

l\ZI

I

VISIT THI "ROCKIT ROOM”... AT YOU* OlOSMOSIlf IMUISI

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
WINTER STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PHONE 889

i
|
i
i
' I

i

The U S. Department of Com
merce reports that retail sales in
New England totalled $10.903 345 -1
000 in 1954 an increase of $2,574
370,OX) over retail sales in 194X ;
according to preliminary results!
in the 1954 Census of Business re I
leased for the six states.
The regional increase in retail;
sales of 30.9 per cent compares j
with a national increase of about'
31 per cent as computed by the j
Census Bureau.
Total number of retail estab
lishments in Now England in 1954

was 112.779. a decrease of 1.657
from 114.438, in 1948 This repre
sents a 1.4 per cent drop.
Analysis of data for the largest
counties give confirmation to the
much talked about trend toward
suburban shopping habits and
population shifts within New Eng
land.
Preliminary retail trade figures
for the New England States, j
counties and all places of 2.500 oi I
more population are presented in
more complete State reports now
available from the Boston Field
Office 1416 Post Office Building
at 10c a copy for each Sstate.
For the State of Maine, the fi
gures show a total of 11,623 re

tail establishments against 11,777
in 1948. While this indicates a
slight drop in the number of es
tablishments the sales reported
showed an increase of 23.9 per
cent more than 290 million dollars
compared to 742 million dollars
in 1948.

The friendly Manger Hotel is just
a hop, skip and jump from
BUNKER HILL • OLD NORTH CHURCH
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
AT THE NAVY TARO
Welcome Io Bn-ton's newest, most
convenient hotel. Direct entrance
from North Station,adjacent park
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
airy room, ha- its own hath and
radio.
THOM
$5.50 Single • $1.00 Double

NORTH STATION BOSTON

FOB XESttVATIOMS
Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Gen. Mjr.

•

Matsls in*

war**'"""**

Mew Taft, N. T. - WaUmgwe. B. C.

BrMa. Mom. - Ch.ili.l OW.

■eehewee, M. V. . BewwS tap*. Meh.
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Rev. George H. Wood officiating.
Interment will be in Blake Ceme
tery in North Warren.

THOMASTON
New* and Social Item*, Notices and Advertisements may be tent
□r telephoned to
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST., TEL. 166-8

MISS MARGARET E. PERRY
Miss Margaret E. Perry, 61.
died at her residence at Ash Point
Sunday evening.
She was born at South Thomas
ton 1895. daughter of Frank and
Lettie Crockett Perry. There are
no survivors.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday afternoon at 2 p. m..
from the Russell Funeral Home.
Rev. Chester M. Staples offici
ating. Interment will be in Ash
Point Cemetery.

Andrea's Sixth Birthday

Mrs. Grace Andrews has re
turned to her home after spending
a few days with her sister. Mrs.
Jessie Walker in Warren.
Mrs. George Rogers spent Sat
urday in Portland where she vis
ited Mrs. Cornelius Overlock at
the Maine General Hospital and
Mr. Overlock at the Congress

Mrs. Philip Fernald entertained 1
When making out your will re
Monday afternoon honoring the ' member your church and your
sixth birthday of her daughter, ! hospital.
Andrea. Games were played with '
prizes awarded. Andrea received ( AIT. ALBERT W. WEBSTER
many nice gifts. Refreshments! Albert Wheeler Webster. 80, re
tired captain and business man of
served included a special birthStonington, who died Jan. 18, was
day cake made by Andrea's i
well and favorably known in this
grandmother,
Mrs.
Rodney
Jor

Square Hotel.
area where he had a great circle
dan.
Each
child
received
favors
Albert Welch has been enjoying
of friends.
a weeks’ vacation from his duties °f balloons and lollipops. Invited
at Captain of the Guards at the (
_™d R™a»d | Born at Castine, June 10, 1875 MRS. ( LARA f. PACKARD
Mrs. Clara Coombs Packard. 82.
Hastings. Gary, Ronald and Cyn he was the son of Alphonso and
Maine State Prison.
thia Young, Susan and Rodney Evelyn Green Webster. He re of West Rockport, died suddenly
A/3c Ronald Jameson returned
Berry, Susan Stackpole, Karen ceived an early education at Cas Sunday at the home of her son.
Saturday to the Keesler Air Force
Johnson. Peter Maddocks and tine and Brooksville and attend- Vesper L. Packard on Granite
Base in Biloxi. Miss. He was ac
street in Rockland.
Sharon Fernald. Mrs. William er high school at Vinalhaven.
companied as far as Boston by
Capt. Webster was a seafaring
Young and Mrs. Willis Berry also
Mrs. Packard was born at Vi
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roger
man all his life, having sailed on nalhaven, Oct. 11. 1873, the daughattended.
Jameson and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
his first voyage with his father ted of Freeman ad Sarah MerriWhitten and Miss Mildred Young
at the age of 4. At 19, he owned thew Coombs.
who attended a basketball game
and operated his first schooner,
She was a member of the West
CAMDEN
at Boston Gardens. On Sunday
the “Annie Green.” For 35 years !
Rockport Baptist Church.
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
they attended services at Tremont
he was master and owner of the
Correspondent
Surviving are her husband, Les
Temple.
granite handling schooner, James
Telephone 2197
lie A. Packard of West Rockport;
The Ladies’ of St. James’ will
A. Webster. He was widely known
one son, Vesper L. Packard of
meet Wednesday evening at the
I for his ability to handle heavy
Church hall at 7.30. Refreshments
Mrs. Inez Crosby left Sunday for cargo and in the building of Rockland and several nieces and
will be served by Mrs. Madeline Florida. She will visit with friends ' wharves and breakwaters. He and nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Hanley, Mrs. Doris Hardy, Mrs. enroute.
Mrs. Webster, the former Nellie1
Tuesday (today) at 2 p. m., from
Alta
Henry and Mrs.
Helen
The Laymen’s Fellowship of the Pettee of this city, whom he mar
the
West
Rockport
Baptist
Lynch.
Chestnut Street Baptist Church ried in 1904, moved to Stonington
The Junior American Citizens will hold their regular meeting in 1917. Mrs. Wehster accompan Church with Rev. Carl W. Small
Club of Mrs. Margaret Melgard s Wednesday evening. Supper will ied her husband on several voy- of Rockport officiating. Interment
fourth grade elected the foUowing be gervcd at 6
p m
guest j ages. He retired from the sea in will be in East Warren Cemetery
officers at their meeting Friday
of the evening will be | 1941 and operated a fish market
GEORGE W. RHODES
afternoon. President. Linda Allen; Fred Crockett. All the men of the | at Stonington until 1951.
George W. Rhodes, 83. Washing
Vice President, Jerry Smalley; Parish are cordially invited to at
He was a member of Reliance ton jeweler and farmer, died at
Secretary, Malcolm Crute; Trea tend.
Lodge, No. 195, A. F. and A. M., his home Friday.
surer, Carol Gillis.
The next meeting of the Camden of Stonington, Pine Tree Chapter,
He was a native of Liberty
Worthy Matron Leola Rodamer
Association for the Education of R. A. C., of Deer Isle, the King
will hold a Memorial Service for
Handicapped Children will take Riram Council of Rockland and
departed members of the Grace
place Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. Juanita Chapter, No. 47 O.E.S.,
Chapter, OES, Wednesday eve-,
,
. ,.
•
m
i
.! in the Special Education Room of ] of Stonington.
ning at the Masonic Temple at
Besides his wife, he is survived
_„ . .
the Knowlton Street School. Let7.30. Advance Officers night will.
,
,
.
,
ters have been received from the by two brothers, James O., of
also be observed.
,, ,,
_
,
„ ...
State Department and also the Coral Gables, Fla., Raymond H..
Mayflower
Temple,
Pythian I _
...
_ . . . of Vinalhaven; one sister, Mrs.
Sisters and Arcana Lodge Knights State Association for Retarded Ava (Elisha) Brown of Vinalha
Children which will be read and
of Pythias will hold a candlelight
ven; several nieces and nephews.
installation jointly, Friday night discussed. Other business will also
Funeral services were held at
come
before
the
meeting.
Mrs.
at the K. P. Hall at 8 p. m.
'
the
Stonington Methodist Church,
Cub Scout Pack 215 will hold!john Youn& and Mre Richard
Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock
Meservey
will
be
in
charge
of
the January meeting Friday night
with Glen Rodgers, pastor of the
at 7 o'clock at the Federated refreshments.
i First Congregationalist Church at
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
Church. The date was changed
• Deer Isle, officiating.
because of the Mother’s March meet Wednesday evening at 7.30.
Burial was in Evergreen cemFollowing the meeting a Scotch
which will be Thursday,
I ctery.
The Woman’s Auxiliary ot St. Auction will be held for the beneJohn’s Episcopal Church met Fri- fit of the Polio Drive. Members 1 ALFRED BRUCE HIGGS
day night with Mrs. Paul Files are asked to bring articles for the
Alfred Bruce Higgs, 68. died
as hostess. Plans were made for auction.
suddenly Sunday morning at his
a food sale to be held Saturday
The Baptist Ladies Circle will heme in Rockville.
at Donaldson's Paper Store with hold an all day meeting WednesMr. Higgs was born at Bristol.
Mrs. Hollis Young and Muss Mar- jay beginning at 10 a. m. A cov- England. May 10, 1887. the son of
garet Young serving on the com- ere(j di&h luncheon will be served Alfred H. and Rose Rumsey
Higgs.
a penny sale to be held the middle
He was married to the former
The Ladies Circle of the Con
of February.
gregational Church will meet Jan Nan Benner of Thomaston on Dee.
Mrs. Harold Dana was hostess
uary 25 at 10 a. m. with Mrs. Anne 25, 1913. He also served in the
to the Contract Club Friday after
Navy during World War I.
Longworth.
noon. Prizes were awarded to
Surviving are: a daughter, Mrs.
The 43rd annual meeting of the
Mrs. Percival Pierpont and Miss
Camden YMCA will be held at the Lucille Thibault of Rockville; a
Hilda George. Other attending
Y Wednesday evening at 7.30 p. m. grandson, Philip Bruce Thibault
were: Mrs. Harry Sweeney, Mrs.
Following the annual meeting the and one brother, Ralph Higgs, of
Fred Overlock,
Mrs. William
Board of Directors will hold their Sidney, Australia.
Flint, Mrs. Arthur Elliot, Mrs
Funeral services will be held
annual election of officers for the
William Boynton and Mrs. R. H.
ensuing year. All adult members Tuesday (today) at 10 a. m. from
Tanner.
and friends of the Y are welcome the Burpee Funeral Home with

where he was born Jan. 29, 1872,
son of Alonzo and Mary Overlock
Rhodes.

He was affiliated with Mt. Oli
vet Lodge A. F. and A. M., of
Washington.
He leaves a daughter, Mrs. Har
old Pitman of Chelsea; a brother.
Charles E. Rhodes of Rockport;
a sister. Mrs. Annie Thurston of
Bath; one granddaughter and sev
eral nieces and nephews.
Funeral services
were held
Monday at the Washington Meth
odist Churcn with Rev. Austin
Wright of Augusta officiating.
Full Masonic rites were also held.
Interment was made at the
Skidmore cemetery
in North
Union.

Service Notes

Va., receiving his Flight Surgeon’s
Wings.

Post Office Inspector B. D.
Dr. Thomas is a veteran of 12 Glasscock, of Virginia, visited our
USN. son of Mr. and Mrs. Eino
years of military service in the post office on Thursday.
Aho of Old County Road. Rock
course of which he has received
Mrs. Clayton Dolloff is spending
land. is serving aboard the de
numerous honors. He is a son of the weekend at her home in
stroyer USS Stormes. The Stormes
Mr. and Mrs. Lucien Thomas of Damariscotta.
recently participated in the first
Del Ray Beach, Fla., formerly of
flight operations at sea for the
Occasionally even the glad hand
Rockland. He is a nephew of Mrs.
Navy’s largest aircraft carrier,
seems
to have a frosty feeling.
Florence McMillan, and the many
the USS Forrestal. Acting as a
friends of the late Clarence M.
plane guard during the three-dav Thomas cannot help but think
operation off the coast of North what pride he would have felt in
Carolina.
the Stormes steamed the distinguished service record of
nearby during landings and take his grandson.
offs. ready to pick up any fallen
aircraft. The Stormes will under
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
go overhaul at the Portsmouth.
Va.. Naval Shipyard in the near
2.00-6.30-8.30
future.
John F. Aho. firemen apprentice.

Knox 3

TODAY'S HEADLINES

♦ ♦ •

Specialist Third Class Clayton
Crooker, son of Howard Crooker.
MRS. HENRY ALLEN
500 Rear Middle street, Bath, is
Correspondent
I scheduled to leave Fort Bragg, N.
Telephone 59
i C.. for Fort Campbell, Ky., in
Puritan Rebekah Lodge will ob | February to become a member of
the newly activated 101st Airborne
serve “Bring a Member Night”
I Division. Specialist Crooker is
Thursday evening. Jan. 26. at the
, now assigned to the 187th Airregular meeting. A penny sale
: borne Regimental Combat Team
will also be held. Each member
at Fort Bragg, which will be in
is asked to bring an article for
tegrated with other units' into the
the sale.
“Screaming Eagle” division when
Mrs. Clarence Freeman is a pa
it is activated as a combat unit
tient at Knox Hospital.
at Fort Campbell. A field wireman
Mrs. Emma Humphrey is con
in Battery C of the team’s 674th
fined to her home by illness.
Field Artillery Battalion, Crooker
Church Notices
entered the Army in September
Rev. Orel Ward of Rockland 1953 and was assigned to the 187th
will conduct the Wednesday (‘ve in July 1955.
• » »
iling prayer meeting at the Bap
tist Church. He will also speak at
The Palm Beach Post Times of
the Sunday Services at 10.30 a. Jan. 15 carried a picture of Major
m., and at 7 p. m., and at Port Herrick M. Thomas, Chief of Sur
Clyde Baptist Church. Sunday at gical Services at the 4450th USAF
2 p. m.
Hospital, Langley Air Force Base,

Tenants Harbor

IS THIS THE TRUTH
_*. BEHIND THE GREAT
>2,500.000 BOSTON ROBBERY?

tNUi lUCjUftY

'COURT MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL"—Gary Cooper

"ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS"
Jane Wyman — Rock Hudson

STARTS

SUNDAY

tart 1956

out
right-

to attend.

ENDS TUESDAY

Don't Miss

Business is business for those i
who mind their own business.

IT

In Technicolor and VistaVision
FRED MaeMl’RRAY and
DOROTHY .MALONE in
"AT GUNPOINT"

DANCE

GIVAWAY SALE

SPRUCE HEAD

STARTS MONDAY 23rd

with a Savings Plan

COMMUNITY HALL

ALLEN BROWN'S
304 MAIN ST.

LOUDVILLE

ROCKIAND

Friday, Jan. 27

WEDNESDAY ONLY

8.30 P. M.

The Star of TV's

Mixed Dances, Refreshments
DONATION
Benefit of Polio Fand

PUBLIC PARTY

that really works

"BIG TOWN"
F you’ve tried to save before and failed, chances

I

Series ...

are it was because you didn’t have a plan.
Well, here’s a savings plan that really works — the Pay

10-11

COMMUNITY BUILDING

roll Savings Plan for investment in U. S. Savings Bonds.

Every

Camden Theatre

Wednesday Night

TODAY THRU THURSDAY
The Play That Ran Six
Solid Years Across the
Nation . . . From the BestSeller of Over 2 Million Copies!

7.30 P. M.
Knox County
Fish and Game Assn.

r-ON-----------------THE
. ,
SCREEN! l!

4-t-tf

CiNEmaScopS w.PNEnCOtfxa
mowtss •» Warner Bros

SPECIAL GAMES

Every Tuesday Night

HENRY

„ JAMES

WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
JACK

NO. 37

_ w

WILLIAM

.tw,
BETSY PALMER
WARD BOND PHIL CAREY
PRODUCED BY

uiuiuVil LELAND HAYWARC

Thomaston Nat’l Bank Building

Weekdays: One Show at 7.15

I-T-tJ

LOANS

*25, *50, *100 £*1200
Ott "tfotn Tfattte
or other pions

, MONEY IN 1 DAY
J

Choose your own way to re
pay ... Take up to 24 months.
“Life mturaocs at no additional cost throofh tho
John Hancock Mutual Lilt Inutrasca Compay.''

PUBLIC LOAN
3S9 Main Street

MARK

CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND

Phone; 1720

extra money that you weren’t counting on. Don’t let it
slip through your fingers. This year get smart and put it

STEVENS

aside for some worthwhile savings purpose. Start the New

Year and your savings plan out right by inves,;ng your

CRY VENGEANCE
an

’Mister
—Roberts’

Public Party

The time to start is now. Did you, like millions of

American workers, receive a Bonus check? If so, that’s

Bonus money in safe, reliable, good-paying U. S. Series E

Savings Bonds.

ALLIED ARTISTS PICTURE with

4ARTHA HYER SKIP HOMEIER JOAN VOHS

The follow-through is important. It’s important to

THURS. - FRI. - SAL

start out right—even more so to follow through on your
good intentions. So go to your company pay office today

Filmed In the Glory of
A Vermont Autumn

and sign up for the Payroll Savings Plan. After that, your
saving is done for you automatically. Each payday any

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

ALFRED
CHCOCK'S

amount you designate will be set aside for you and in
vested in U. S. Savings Bonds. These Bonds earn interest

VISTA’

Get on the Bond wagon —

at the average rate of 3%, compounded semiannually,

when held to maturity. After maturity they go on earning

TROUBLE

start saving today!

that same fine interest for another 10 years if you wish,
giving you a return of 80% on your original investment

WITH

Colas by

[TECHNICOLOR

HARRY'
EDMUND GWENN
JOHN FORSYTHE
, SHIRLEY MacLAINE
Duwcwd by ALFRED HITCHCOCK
Srre.api.T by JOHN MJCRAKL RAVTS
Beee4 ea
N~»i by JACK TRLVOR STOW

the

ADDED FEATURE
Saturday Matinee Only
Starts 1.30
CHARLES STARRETT
"WESTERN CARAVAN"

T7. S. Government does not par for this advertising. The Treasury Department
thanks, for their patriotic donation, the Advertising Council and

Here’s the pay-off. Save as much or as little as you want
But the more you save, the bigger your returns. If you

save $3.75 a week on the Plan, in 9 years and 8 months
you’ll have $2,137. In 19 years and 8 months your savings
will have grown to $5,154. A weekly investment in Bonds

! of $7.50 grows into $10,313 in 19 years and 8 months.

U. S. Savings Bonds offer you a safe, sure way to save. ..
the Payroll Savings Plan is the easiest way to buy Banda.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdoy
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Birds Eye in the National League
• continued merrily on their way
as they dumped the CMP crew
Gutters
four points to one. This match
was started last Tuesday but due
By Earle Cook
to
the failure of a pinsetter it
In the International League last was finished Sunday night. Capt.
Thursday night Eastern Tire, led Lowell took all honors for Birds
by Cleve Sleeper’s 294 and 106 Eye as he rolled 111 in the last !
single, knocked off the front run string to bring his total up to high
ning Glovers team four points to for the night of 295. On the losers
one. It seems that every time this side Capt. Hastings had high cf
Glovers team starts to run awav 108 for his second string and !
from the rest the tire crew stops wound up with 290 as he took all
them. Well, at least they slow honors.
them up a little. In a losing cause,
In a regular scheduled match j
Capt. Kent Glover had high single on Monday night, Birds Eye roll
of 105 and as is usually the case ed a tidy 1409 total and had little
R. Johnson had high three of 282. trouble with the MCRR team af
Cleve Sleeper snuck into the lead ter they snuck out the first string
in individual averages with 94.2. by 11 pins. Graham got a spare
In the other Thursday night in the last box with a strike on it
match, the J. C. 36 dropped the to give him a high single of 110
first string to the J. C. 21 by 26 and an even 300 score both good
pins but then really got going as for high on the Birds Eye. Flagg |
they rolled 476 and the high for the blasted a 115 string in his last '
league 491. In the end they won string and wound up with all the
four and lost only one. Adams loser’s merits with 287 for his;
racked off a high single of 122 night’s work.
and C. Mason had 290 for high j The Nelson’s Dodges continued j
three for his evenings work. On to move as they have taken e ght j
the losing side the barber, Seth out of the last possible 10 points. !
Knowlton, clipped the timbers tor Monday night, in a real close
105 and 284 in a losing cause.
match, they nosed out a 28 point
In the makeup match on Sunday win and won four points to one for
evening a hooting, hollering affair the CMP team. CMP took the
the Glovers team downed a stub- 1 first by 11, Nelson’s took the secborn J. C. .36 team by three pins, ond by only four pins and finished
These three slim ones were good by winning the last by 35. This
for five points as they took all win was due in a great part by
three strings by the slimmest of the crash ball bowling of G.
margins yes, one pin each string Sleeper. Sleeper had his best night
I often wonder who threw that in a long time as he came up
pin away or who missed a dead- with 313 for high three and 113
wood they never should of miss- for single. A. Benner led the losers
ed.
Probably each man blames, with 115 and 292. This CMP team
himself. R. Johnson once again is having the eame trouble as *he
led all bowlers with 285 and 104 Shells are in the American League ,
for Glovers. Mike McConchie took as they battle to stay above .500
high single with 108 but faded in Bill Makinen holds high average of
the second string and C. Mason 96 plus but is being hard presscamc on to take high three with ed as the other boys have started
285. This 36's team will he tough to move and he has slipped a little
for them all right to the end the the last two weeks. That is in this
way they are going. At the end league he's slipped.
of all this action the standing
L
Pet.
W
is as follows:
.630
38
Birds Eye
22
w
L
Pet.
.480
24
26
Glovers
33
22
.600
.454
25
30
Eastern Tire
28
27
.509
23
.418
32
J. C. 21
27
28
.490
American League
J. C. 36
22
.400
33
Tuesday night, the 40 & 8 team
and Maritime Oil once again
National League
In the other action Sundays night clashed head on and in what look
ed to be an easy win turned into
! a real battle. The 40 & 8 banged
i out 511 the first string to run up
a 61 pin lead, but back came the
! Oilers to take the second by 30
and then only by rolling 501 the
last string did the 40 & 8 stave
1 off defeat as the Maritime rolled
GIVAWAY SALE 525 to take two points. They fell
just seven pins short on the total.
AT
Mainly responsible for the win
ners was Walt Drinkwater, who
ALLEN BROWN'S I racked his man by 52 pins as he
304 MAIN ST.
KO( KIAND
rolled 112, 100 and 109 for a nice
321 total. His 112 was also high

GM MOTORAMA HERALDS FUTURE

Between the

REGISTER

NOW!

Rage Seven

PROCLAMATION

ROCKPORT
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483

Mrs. Kenneth Daucette, Russell
Avenue, is a guest of her daugh
ter and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Chesley Emery in Providence.
R. I.
Guy Ordway is a patient at
the Veterans Hospital in Togus.
Boy Scout Troop Activities

The Boy Scout Troop Commit
tee will hold a meeting at the
Simonton’s Corner
Community
Hall on
Wednesday
evening.
Plans will be made for next
month.
At recent meetings there have
been classes on tree identification
6nd safety and study’ of firearms,
aiso an eight week course on
First Aid is being given.
The charter for the year 1956
has arrived and will be presented
soon.

WHEREAS, the Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States,
comprised of 1.300.000 veterans of overseas wartime service, will
observe its 57th anniversary in 1956, and
WHEREAS, this Congressionallj’ chartered organization embraces
America’s finest fighting men who, in freedom’s cause, endured
unusual hardships in every war or expedition in which the nation
has participated since the Spanish-American War, and
WHEREAS, the Veterans of Foreign Wars’ long record of service
to disabled comrades-in-arms, the widows and orphans of de
ceased veterans, as well as all our citizens, and its efforts to keep
America strong from within as well as from without, is glowing
evidence of its love of fellovTnan and country, and

WHEREAS, this fraternity of combat veterans today serves its
country in peace, as it did in war through carrying out well over
a half-million community service projects annually, thus proving
its selflessness, and
WHEREAS, the Veterans of Foreign Wars has repeatedly earned
Freedom’s Foundation awards for its untiring .and diligent Loyal
ty Day and similar Americanism programs,
THEREFORE. I. EDWIN L. SCARLOTT. Chairman of the Council
of the City of Rockland, in the State of Maine, do hereby proclaim
and designate the period January 22 to January 28, 1956, as
National V. F. W. Week and respectfully ask all citizens of this
community to render special tribute to the Veterans of Foreign
Wars.

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT,
Chairman, Rockland City Council.

MAINE IN THE MARCH

At Wednesday's meeting there
will be an exhibition of dry fly
making.

.. .
'ORK—The possible pattern of highway travel of the future is dramatized in the General
Motors Motorania of 1956, shown here as a New York audience watrhed fast-moving Motorama
stage entertainment at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. After a Jan. 19-24 public showing in New York,
the riant admission-free GM display of "dream ears” and other attractions will appear in Miami,
reo. 4-12 and later in g,os Angeles, San Francisco, and Boston.

single for the Spruce Head gang.
The 112 string was very popular
for the evening as Bill Makinen
and R. Hopkins had one each to
share high single for the losers.
Makinen was all alone in the high
three department as he had 311.
Each team had a good total as the
40&8 had 1468 and the Maritime
Oil had 1461
The

Shells

and

Park

Street

Motors produced more tight bowl

ing

with

an

added

attraction,

namely, Frank Perry. In a tight
match Perry was the whole works
as he put on a one man show with
148 in the his first string and con
tinued to clip them with 113 and
101 to take the high honors in the
league with 362. The 148 is also
high and he drove his average
over 100 to take over second spot
in the average department behind
Kleiwer who has 104 plus. Perry
buried “Flash” Hobbs by 84 pins
and yet the match was in doubt
all the way as all four of Perry’s
teammates were beaten. With
Perry hitting on all cylinders in
the first string (148). The Park
Street Motors jumped to a 28 pin
lead rolling 528 to 500 for Shells.
The Shells came back to take the
second by 16 pins but before
Perry rolled his last five in this
string the Shells had a 43 pin
lead.
In the last exhibition by
Perry he overcame a Shell come
back that had put them in the
lead on the total and even pulled

New members are invited to
join the newly rejuvenated Boy
[ Scout Troop.

5 Scouts are working this winter i
| for various awards and medals.
Lew J. Wallace and Mr. and 1 Plans are all ready being made
out the string to go with it. Thus
in one of the finest individual per Mrs. Albert J. Roberts were in for summer hikes and trips.
formances of the year the PSM Boston, over the weekend where
won four points to one. On the los
they visited Mrs. Lew J. Wal’ace '56 The Year To Fix
ing side “Bar” Lord had high
single of 107 and 298 for high total. | who is a patient at the Philips
Home improvement work in this
Massachusetts
Geneial
W
L
Pet. | House,
area is expected to increase
40 & 8
33
17
.660 I Hospital.
sharply in the coming year, ac
Maritime Oil
26
24
. 520 Fire Department and Auxiliary
cording to John H. Magee, Direc
Shells
22
23
.489
The Fire Department and Auxi- tor of the Bangor office, Federal
PSM
14
31
.311
I liary will meet on Wednesday at Housing Administation, and should
I 8 p. m. at Winchenpaw’s Upper have a favorable effect on the in1 Hall. All members are asked to dusties involved and on the labor
Friendship
market.
j bring or send a package for BenHELEN FALE9
Complete figures for 1955 are
Correspondent
• nett Biown. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Tel. Temple 2-9954
. Chester H. Brown who is a patient not yet available, but the volume
I at the Children’s Hospital in Bos- of home improvement loan insur
Mrs. Frances Harriman Clark ) ton. After the business meeting, ance handled by FHA in Maine in
has employment at Sylvania in | which consists of election of offi- 1950-1954 reached $15,167,000.00.
Waldoboro.
j cers, a guessing contest will be The number of loans was 31.410.
Crosby E. Prior has returned held, members to bring their baby
Reason for the aniticipated inhome from Melrose Hospital, Mel ' pictures.
Refreshments will be crease in the fact that the build
rose, Mass.
served by Mrs. Raj- Winchenpaw, ing and home construction indus-;
Mis. Leola Rodamer,
Mrs. Mrs. Walter Wotton and Mrs. Ros tries are undertaking a nation-j
wide home improvement cam-1
Edith Neal, Mrs. Madelyn Thomp coe E. Simmons.
son and Mrs. Verona Simmons
The calendars for the ensuing paign on an unprecedented scale.
were in Boothbay Harbor on year have been completed by the In turn this will be tied in with ,
Thursday and spent the day with committee and issued to all mem local community and civic pro-|
Mrs. Paul Simmons.
bers, any member not receiving grams.
Mrs. Myron S. Simmons enter one should contact Secretary Irma
The campaign received its offi-!
tained at lunch on Wednesday, Benner.
cial send-off on Jan. 16 when bj’ |
Mrs. Sumner Carlson and son
Mis. Jennie Simmons and son the direction of President Eisen
Glenn, Mrs. A. O. Rodamer. Mrs. Conley were callers on Sunday nt hower, Administrator Albert M.
Kenneth Thompson and
Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Homer Marshall in Cole, of the Housing and Home Fi
Nellie Thompson.
nance Agency proclaimed 1956 as
Pleasant Point.
A. Dwight Wotton has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Stewart and Home Improvement Year. The
home from Togus Veteran’s Hospi two children Paul, Jr., and Susan designated name for the cam
tal.
of Laconia. N. H., called on their paign is “Operation Home Im
Mrs. Ruth Dow is a patient at grandmother, Mrs. Minnie Wil provement”, and the official slo
gan is “’56 the Year to Fix.”
j the Camden Community Hos pital. son on Sunday.

or CALM

and

Senator Margaret Chase Smith for years has been a leading,
active supporter of the March of Dimes. So it was quite in order
for Tommy Woodward, 5, of Baltimore, 1956 March of Dimes
poster boy, to see Senator Smith at her office in Washington.
Tommy showed her the March of Dimes coin collector and told
Senator Smith there are a lot of poster pictures around. The
Senator said there are a lot in Maine, too.

Look WhofLs New!

at your CMP Store

COLLECTED

ELECTRIC HOUSEWARES
Tke Nuw C-I Automatic
Skillet

Tke Naw G-f Automatic
• rill and Waffle Baker

Versatile—use it right at
the table. Automatic Tem
perature Selector keeps
temperature constant.
Fr ies-Bakes • Ste ws-Si Ri
mers.

Serves three ways—grill
open, grill closed, and
waffle baker New reversi
ble grids — no storing
problem.

Formerly
19 95

O-l Automatic Toaster

G-f Portable Steam tree

Toast as you like it—light,
medium or dark Fatrahigh toast lilt.

Automatic and works on
AC or DC For dry-iron
ing, too. Weighs 1% lbs.

$Q 95
U.

Foimerly
1495

Formerly 19 95
O-l

Automatic
Maker

C-I Portable Mlitr

Coffee

Lightweight, yet il l
powerful enough to do
tough mixing jobs

Makes 2 9 cups of deli
cious coflee. Reheat set
ting. Easy to clean.

A

Kitchen Telephone makes the difference.

Who wouldn’t be upset? You're carefully
guiding baby’s every spoonful, when the tele
phone calls you to the other room. Then your
troubles have begun!
Or perhaps you’re watching the pressure
cooker or the apple pie you want especially perfect
for yonr husband's birthday. Seems the worst
is sure to happen the minute your back's turned

and even if it doesn't, you’re always expecting
it. You. just can’t relax and chat pleasantly.

What’s the answer? An extension telephone
for your kitchen! Then you can receive or make
calls anytime without ever taking your eyes off
what you’re doing. Since the cost is low and
you know you'll be more “calm and collected”,
shouldn't you order a kitchen extension today?

EXTENSION TELEPHONES

..... COLOR
per month pius t««, after
one-time initial charge

Formerly
29 95

Formerly

19 95

Aft

CENTR
rowta

MAINE
OMFANV

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
:08 OVIMOTIAIB

LqUAUTY

A8WANCIS-. DIPINOABlt AWaAMCISlIVKiN'

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED

terest but with grave misgivings.
Orient Lodge of
But his fears were needless: the
little plough performed nobly, Masons Installs
rolling up thc moist, black earth
as smooth and true as any larger This Evening
farm plough And in due time the
Orient Lodge. AF&AM, will hold
whole expanse lay well-turned and
waiting for thc freezing and installation exercises tonight at
thawing which would mellow it 8 p. m. at thc Masonic Temple
in Thomaston.
for the spring sowing.
Installing officer will be Albert
lt was of this waiting soil ] was
B. Watts of the 9th Masonic Dis
thinking as I sat warm and snug
trict who will be assisted by Ed
ill m-. office, staring unsreing at
gar A. Ames as grand marshal
the busy campus outside. My
and Rev. John B S. Fitzpatrick
mind had easily jumped the gap
as grand chaplain.
of winter months. It was early in
Being installed as worshipful
March. I had measured exactly
master will be Victor K. Hills.
and ploughed the long furrows
Other officers include Kenneth
perfectly straight and just tbe
right distance apart. The fertili D. Feyler, Sr., senior warden;
zer. a 4-16-16 mixture, had been Roy H. Emerson, junior warden;
spread evenly in each furrow and , Ed*’'ar W
treaiurcr; Aaron
worked into the mealy soil. I had A. Clark, secretary; Charles H.
placed the potato pieces, each Woodcock, chaplain; Everett R.
with a robust green sprout, pre I Noble, marshal; Henry E. Ha.stcisely 16 inches apart and then i' ings. senior deacon; Alfred L.
had ploughed back the earth to Butler, junior deacon; Raymond
cover them, making five beauti-, O. Robinson, senior steward; J.
fully straight six-inch ridges. As I Edward Klskila. junior steward;
Mrs. Blanche Lermond will be
stood admiring my handiwork.
Mr. Whittier’s voice called me i pianist with refreshments served
back to my office and the Decern- | following the ceremonies.

7V w

£*

Social Matters

The FEW Class of the First Bap
The educational and vocational
committee of the Rockland Busi tist Church will meet at the home
of Mrs. Barbara Ellis. Oliver '
ness and Professional Women’s
street for a work meeting. Thurs
Club, under chairmanship of Mrs.
day at 7.30 p. m.
Esther Mayo. announces that
George Johnson, guidance director
Opportunity Class banquet will
From the Rockland High School be held Thursday. Husbands and
faculty, will .wpeak on “Careers” families are invited.
at the Wednesday night meeting
af
the
club
at
Fa rr^ worth
Mrs. Alvin Richards of Phil
Museum, Jan. 25.
brick avenue is recovering from
a fractured collar bone, received
The regular meeting of the from a fall at her home Friday
Hatchet Mountain Archers will not evening.
be held Saturday Jan. 28 instead
Mrs. Florence McMillan and
It has been set ahead to Wednes*day. Jan. 25. All members please Miss Harriet Rankin left Monday
be present and new members arc for a winters sojourn at West
Palm Beach. Florida.
welcomed.

BEHIND THE SCENES IN

AMERICAN BUSINESS
By Reynolds Knight

Th- cre.-t is here. All kinds of
signs seem to say that the peak
of production, prices and employ
ment which business has been
looking for for many months, has
arrived.
This is not to disparage the hope- j
fulness of Harlow H. Curtice, who
haa just announced at a General
Motors show in New York that his
company plans to spend $1 billion
in 1956 on plant and equipment,
and expects gross national pro
duct to rise another four per cent
to $400 billion this year.
Mr. Curtice conceded in the
same breath that automobile pro
duction seemed likely to drop. In
fact, mayor automobile compan
ies are already cutting back pro
duction plans for the first quarter
by 10 to 15 per cent, with propor
tionate reductions reported by
steel mills in demands for the
metal.
So far. other customers are
rushing to get on suppliers' order
books aa fast as auto makers get
otf. If that trend continues, nat
urally, we can have a rolling
readjustment to any cutbacks
like those of autos, and continue
on the current plateau without
fear of drastic readjustment.
The burden of proof, just now.
is on those who speak of even
higher levels of output When you
call the roil of autos, houses, and
appliances, and demand just does
not seem to be there. This doesn’t
mean the next move is to bc
sharply downward, although that
is always a possibility
But the
stimulus of hearing monthly an
nouncements of new highs in al
most every index may be behind
us
tonM-nation Drive
Conservation, long a goal of
America’s progressive
aviation
industry, gets more and more top
management attention
At Republic Aviation Corp for
example, conserving materials,
machinery and manhours in build
ing fast jets for the U. S. and Al
lied Air Forces comes under the
eye of a top-level company conClearonce Sale on Imperial and
Strahan Wallpaper at Edward
Gonia Store. Rockland.
7-12

w

win to
2 Sets of Prizes!

SINGER
9123.000

servation committee. On this coni
mittee serve representatives of
the major operating departments,
and the vice president and gener
al manager. Walter G. Bain, is
chairman.
Mr. Bain estimates that this
committee has spurred improvcments in manufacturing methods
which in 1955 alone saved the
company $2.8 million.
The company’s full-time conser
vation director acts as the com
mittee’s executive secretary, fol
lowing through on decisions, pro
moting conservation ideas, and
co-ordinating conservation in the
departments. He is a member ot
the research and development
committee as well, to make sure
that designs of future aircraft*
embody to the full conservation
ideas.
Things To Come
A new coiled cord for the photo
flashbulb addict is four feet long
extended and only seven inches
coiled. . . You can get a motordriven switch to turn your hen
house lights on and off. which is
guaranteed to work at 40 below
or 140 above. . . An imported op
tical gadget allows the housewife
to look over anyone who stands
outside her closed door, before
she opens it . . .Polishing mitts
promise to make your silver
cleaning chores briefer. The shin
ing compound is impregnated in
them.
Safeguarding Cnnsumerw
“Food merchants arc merely
purchasing agents for America’s
consumers,” Ralph W. Burger,
president of A&P Food Stores, the
nation’s leading food distributor,
said recently. "The food industry
operates in the public interest.
Therefore, efficiency must bc its
main concern.”
Noting that while food costs
went down in 1955. distribution
costs rose because of factors out
side the industry’s control, the
A&P president said the industry
would continue to meet the de
mand for convenience services.
He warned, however, that laborsaving
product
improvements
were of no real benefit to consu
mers if they led to unreasonable
rises in prices.
"Neither long hours nor the
new built-in services should be al
lowed t.o raise thc cost of food.”
said Mr. Burger. “Long hours
with night and Sunday business
give-aways and premiums wen
scrapped by the f«»od industry
years ago because they raised
prices. Now we must guard
against the danger of a revival of
these old. costly practices.”

SEWING CONTEST
over

1700 priznt in all I

$10,000 M (iih

?id Gtond Frm
3rd Grind Frill

.

4lk Grind Friti

. . $2,000

5th Grind Frin
WG through

. . $1,000 in rash

IMi Grind Frm

$$00 ■ (uh

$5 000 M risk

m (»h

-PLUS3$;Jtigionii 1st ond 2nd Fruit
1600 U«l Friiis

w«i

FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wood of
Billerica. MasB., spent the week
end with her parents. Mr. and
Mis. Lewis L. Benner.
Sunday callers at the home of
Mrs. Jennie Simmons, were Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford Shuman of Me
domak. Mrs. Netia Dyke of Port
land. Maurice Chadwick and son
Gerald and Richard and Bert
Martin of Thomaston.
Callers at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Cook over the week
end were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Lee of South Waldoboro. Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Shuman of North
Waldoboro. Mr. and Mrs Wellman Hupper. Mrs. Ethel Bra dford
Mr. and Mr.s. Albert G.
Jameson and Elden Cook.

The man who tak^s his own time
often robs another of his.

for $2,500 in cash)
1»4 Frin-Twi wetlr vicitiM fir
twi in lirmudi - ir $1 000 in risk
3rd Frin - $500 m ensk

GIANT

4lk Frin - $250 in risk

5th through 10th Friiis-$100 « riik
tri SINGH W Fnrtnbli

ENTER NOW Grf Complnt.
Ruin and Entry Blank

Givaway

SALE

SINGER

SEWING CENTER
3 5 MAIN ST.
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ALLEN BROWN'S
304 MAIN ST.

ROCKIAND

her wind whipping across the j
campus.
Ah, but that is the way to plant
a garden! The soil is always mel
low and fine, neither too wet nor
too dry. Nothing ever bothers the
plough as it turns its perfect j
Uzzell photo straight line furrows—no trash,
Mias Charlene R. McAuliffe
no stone can swerve it from its |
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. MacMiss McAuliffe is a member of path. The temperature is always
Auliffe announce the engagement the junior class at Rockland High just right, and the sun always
shines. Yet there is no sense of
of their daughter. Miss Charlene School.
Mr. Prior is now serving in the heat, no prespiratlon. not even
R. McAuliffe, to Maitland R.
any dirt on thc hands nor on the
Prior, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roland Army. No date has been set for
shoes. And how that garden does
W. Prior of Cushing.
the wedding.
grow! Every plant develops to
the maximum size and bears in
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
profusion. There is never a frost,
nor a blight, nor an insect, nor
even a weed!
That evening I came home, got
out my old drawing board and
laid out my garden plan for next
spring. It lies l>cforc me now ; poMo rows here, corn over there
with a now of cucumbers among
the corn; tomatoes, pole beans,
bush beans and all the resit, each
n its proper place; all of it per
fect— on paper. In mv desk draw
er are similar plans for other
years, running back for at least
eight seasons.
Of course I know’ these plans
never quite work out. We never
get that perfect season. Beans
fail to set, tbe greens are bough,
the beets stringy, the cucumber
vines dry up; yet the old thrill re
turns at this time of year, just as
it did 50 years ago. w’hen father
and mother were studying the
seed catalogs and writing their
seed orders.
Why do we persist? W’hat keeps
us going in spite of disappoint
ments? Here is the plan I made
about 1948. It shows 20 short rows
i of potatoes in the lot here beside
thc house. They were fertilized
with chicken manure and how
j they grew! And how the grass
j grew among them—the kind that
i bends over and roots whatever it
touches until it forms a mat over
everything. I couldn’t keep up
Miss Halen Eve .Madden
w’ith it.
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Madden the Academy of Notre Dame in
My young cousin. Phil Lerettc
of Hyattsville, Md announce the Washington. D. C.
was starting his college Work hcr»Mr. Van Fleet, a graduate of that fall and decided to help m<“
engagement of their daughter
Roekland High School, served with by digging the potatoes. But thaHelen Eve to Robert Van Fleet,
the Air Force. Both are now at grass baffled him. He could not
son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth S. tending the University of Marydiscover where the rows ran. Ir
Van Fleet of Greenbelt, Md., land.
desperation he finally dug as wt
formcrly of Rockland.
No date has been set for the w’ould clams—at random. Bu'
Miss Madden graduated (rum iI wedding.
what potatoes they were! And al
most 20 bushels on that littb
plot, in spite of the grass.
WINTER SOLILOQUY—"A PERFECT
It is memories like these tha
GARDEN" AND OTHER THOUGHTS
i help to keep us eager. Every on) of those old plans brings back
By John B. Alexander
1 some remembered success; the
A few days ago I was seated at ol a fine, black Mississippi gum year we got 90 quarts of straw
my desk between classes, staring Ifo thaX will grow’ almost any- j berries; the season there w’ere 61
out the window, w hen the regis-, thing But. since mine is only a I quarts of red raspberries; tha*
trar came in from his office next five inch plough. I knew I must ! May when we picked peas by thi
lo mine. Mr- Whittier comes from clear the ground carefully. For bushel; the summer w’hen six
New England. a.s I do. and we two days I had pulled bean poles, short rows of snap beans bore
have much in common. H»* is di corn stalks and weeds, burning from June to October and nearly
rectly related to John Greenleaf as much as was dry and hauling filled thc cellar with the canned
Whittier, and on winter evenings away the remainder in my neigh product; and the year we froze
when snow’ is pelting against tie- bor's truck. The corn stalks, by the perfect sweet corn for oui
window, loves to read “Snow the way. make an excellent locker.
Bound” aloud.
mulch for my red raspberries,
“If it wasn’t for hope, the heart
"What are you thinking about?”
During the last day of this would break.” Aunt Abigail Alex
he said.
work the soil had a frozen crust ander used to say. But it is more
"I am planting my garden.” I which enabled me to drive the
answered.
truck across it. But the next day
And so I wa.s. The previous day dawned fair and warm, and the
I had finished ploughing it my frost had left the ground. After
self, and it had not been easy. I measuring carefully to find the
had used thc little one-wheeled center line and setting up a
garden tractor which had served straight row of pegs for a guide.
me so w’e 11 for cultivation during I trundled out the plough, start
thc summer, but which T was not ed thv motor and prepared to
sure w-as powerful enough to make the first furrow.
plough through a garden 50 feet
Old Mr. McRoberts, from whom
by 130.
I rent the plot, had come out to
The soil lies level and consists watch proceedings with great in-

CLOSING STORE
| SELLING ALL MATERIALS AT
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES 1
Scales,
|Kitchen < abinet, White Enamel
Sink and Other Items.
Including

Tables.

Purple Door

,

Remnant Shoppe,

FILMS DEVELOPED
Enlarged
ex Jumbo Prints
In Albums
12 exp. 60c - 16 exp. 80c
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1.75
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STAPLES HONORED

LOUDVILLE

Dora Dolloff and Lettie Prior
were supper guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Heber G. Poland last Mon
day.
On Wednesday afternoon Mrs.
Blanche Poland and Lettie Prior
called on several friends and
neighbors at the “Creek” and
pent a very pleasant afternoon.
Several here have been ill with
colds but all are improving at
present.

than hope. There is an urgency
and assurance deep within us that
is akin to the very forces which
make the earth “spring forth and
bud,” that echoes a serene 1
“Amen" to the promise that
"while the earth stands, seed
time and harvest shall never
fa 11.”
I shall continue to make my
plans and sow my seed in the
good earth and in young hearts
and minds, undisturbed by natur
al hindrances and human perver
sity. but led on by glimpses of
what th< harvest may be when
we labor as “workers together
w’ith God.”

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert J Saples
A wedding reception was held
at the home of Mr and Mrs. Herbert Staples, Sr.. 28 Otis street.
honoring Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Staples, Jr.. who w’ere married I
New’ Years’ Eve. Refreshments j
were served and the couple re- I
ceived many nice gifts.
Present we re Mi •. and Mrs. Jo •
seph Henrikson. and daughter,
Sylvia and Marie of Bath; Mr.
and Mrs. Carlton Wood and Mr.s.
Virginia Kennedy of Camden;
W’alter Carlton, Mrs. Laura Wot
ton. Mrs. Ruth Porter. Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Terrio, Mrs.
Ira
Robinson. Miss
Julia Barter,
Misses Hilma and Norma Carl-

son. Kurt Meklin. Sylvia Maki,
Ruth Barlow’, Francis Neild.
Richard
Benner.
Kenneth
Thompson Douglas Powell, Helen
Hart. Nina Richards, Elmo Cro
zier. Lawrence
Mason. Jack
Burns. Donald Drake, Betty Wil
liamson, Kenneth Ilvoneri. Alfred
Butler, Mr. and Mrs. Donald El
liot. Mrs. Annabelle Smith, Ida
Smith.
Jerry
Pittman.
Mr.s.
Ethel Poland. Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Staples. Sr.. Mr. and Mrs.
Gustav Carlson and Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Fizette.

One institution that guarantees
its graduates a position is the
•lectoral college.

HURRY to your CMP Store

SpiralatoP

AUTOMATIC
All New!

Deluxe Throughout!
Not A Stripped Down

Model!
Complete With Every

Easy Feature!

WORLD FAMOUS

SPIRALATOR ACTION
2 CYCLES ON 1

MODEL ADC

DIAL

one for regular fabrics

another for fine fabrics
ADJUSTS TO ANY WATER

PRESSURE AUTOMATICALLY

This “wife saver” pair does a
complete »i-h from wettinp to
dry mg right m.-ide your home
. . and without work!
Buy this wonderful pair and
sue up to $110. See your
friendly CMP dealer today!

As Little A
$1>5O Each

(In Qaantitit-!. of Dozen)

CENTRAL

Please Remit with Coin

UZZELL

DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE

PHOTOGRAPH STUDIO

P. O. Box 546. Dept. A.
BAR HARBOR, MAINE

572 MAIN ST.
TEL. 1456-w|
ROCKLAND, ME.
10-11&13

118-tf

MR. AND MRS. HERBERT J.

POWER

!

IWNWMVWWMWWWWWg

FOR OVER 40 TEARS

ihs

QUALITY

MAINE
OMPANY

AFRIIANCIS

OIPINDAhLt

APPLIANCE

SERVICING

